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ABSTRACT
Over the past decade, the employment of chemically-synthesized scaffolds for the delivery of
biologically-relevant molecules has proven to be a highly advantageous strategy for medicinal
purposes, primarily due to stabilization of the cargo and enhancement of site-targeted
therapeutic effects. Conjugation to a scaffold has been shown to reduce ligand degradation,
impart optimal geometric conformation and increase the likelihood of the active species
reaching the target. A wide range of synthetic carriers, including dendrimers, nanoparticles,
PNAs, LNAs and cell-penetrating peptides, has been explored; among these, peptides are of
particular interest due to their diverse functional groups, folding properties, biocompatibility
and low toxicity. In particuar, the structural simplicity and regularity of the α-helical coiledcoil folding motif makes it a suitable scaffold for multivalent ligand display. By changing
only a few positions in a coiled-coil sequence, it is possible to influence the behaviour of the
resulting helices, obtaining either short dimeric peptides or long, fiber-forming carriers.
This thesis explores the coiled-coil motif as a scaffold for the multivalent display of peptide
and carbohydrate ligands. We aspired to demonstrate the versatility of the coiled-coil motif in
two distinct projects. The first study relied on the dimeric form, providing structural
predictability for the rational presentation of carbohydrates for lectin targeting. The second
study aimed to increase the efficiency of carbohydrate-antibody recognition by displaying
ligands on a self-assembling, fiber-forming peptide.
The first project is entitled “Tailored presentation of carbohydrate ligands on a coiled-coil
scaffold for asialoglycoprotein receptor targeting”. In this work, we determined the binding of
members of a coiled-coil glycopeptide library to hepatocytes and established the optimal
distance and orientation of the galactose moieties for interaction with the asialoglycoprotein
receptor using flow cytometry. We confirmed that binding occurs through receptor-mediated
endocytosis via inhibition studies with cytochalasin D; moreover, fluorescence microscopy
studies demonstrated the uptake of the carrier peptides into cells.
The second project is entitled “A self-assembling peptide scaffold for the multivalent
presentation of antigens”. Here, a coiled coil-based sequence was used to create tunable
higher-order structures on the nanometer scale, allowing for the multivalent presentation of a
mannose moiety and a peptide epitope, the presence of which did not interfere with selfassembly of the nanostructure. The multivalent display of these ligands led to tighter binding
by both mannose-specific lectins and appropriate antibodies. The potential of the novel selfassembling peptide to display antigens in bioanalytical assays that demand high sensitivity

was illustrated by decoration with a disaccharide glycotope from the surface of the
Leishmania parasite. Anti-Leishmania antibodies present in human and canine sera bind their
antigen more effectively in the case of multivalent display on the coiled-coil scaffold.
In summary, the α-helical coiled-coil scaffolds investigated here were shown to effectively
multivalently present carbohydrate and/or peptide ligands to their specific binding partners, in
the context of either a well-defined precision tool (project 1) or self-assembled nanofibers
(project 2). Project 1 demonstrated that a coiled-coil carrier decorated with selected ligands
may be tailored-made for applications involving other therapeutically-relevant receptors.
Project 2 established that a synthetically accessible fiber-forming coiled-coil scaffold can
provide the multivalent effect required to enhance binding avidity of specific antibodies
and/or receptors.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In den letzten Jahren stellt die Anwendung von synthetischen Gerüsten für den Transport biologisch
relevanter Moleküle eine vorteilhafte Strategie in der Medizin dar. Dabei wird nicht nur der Wirkstoff
stabilisiert sondern auch noch zusätzlich die Wirkungsweise am Zielort moduliert. Es konnte gezeigt
werden, dass durch die Konjugation einer biologisch aktiven Spezies an ein Gerüst deren Stabilität
erhöht wird, die optimale geometrische Konformation vermittelt wird und generell eine Erhöhung der
Wahrscheinlichkeit auf ein Erreichen des Wirkstoffes am Wirkungsort stattfindet. Zu diesem Zweck
wurden unterschiedlichste synthetische Träger untersucht wie zum Beispiel: Dendrimere,
Nanopartikel, PNAs, LNAs und zellpenetrierende Peptide. In diesem Kontext stehen Peptide im
besonderen Fokus der Forschung aufgrund ihrer zahlreichen funktionellen Gruppen, ihres vielfältigen
Faltungsverhalten und ihrer Biokompatibilität sowie geringen Toxizität. Ein prominenter Vertreter,
das α-helikale coiled-coil Faltungsmotif, ermöglicht durch seine strukturelle Einfachheit und
Regelmäßigkeit die multivalente Präsentation von Liganden. Durch die Modifikation von wenigen
Positionen in einem coiled-coil Motiv ist es möglich, einen Einfluss auf das
Oligomerisierungsverhalten der resultierenden Helices auszuüben, wodurch entweder kurze
Peptiddimere oder lange fibrillenartige Gerüste erhalten werden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Möglichkeit das coiled-coil Motif als ein Gerüst für die
multivalente Präsentation von Kohlenhydraten oder Peptiden zu verwenden. Dazu ist es angedacht den
Vorteil des coiled-coil Motifs in zwei unterschiedlichen Projekten zu demonstrieren. Im ersten Projekt
wird die Dimer-Form genutzt, die eine strukturelle Vorhersagbarkeit besitzt um eine rationale
Präsentation von Kohlenhydraten für eine Lektin-Interaktion zu ermöglichen. Die zweite Studie zielt
auf eine Erhöhung der Effizienz einer Kohlenhydrat-Antikörper-Erkennung durch die
Ligandenpräsentation auf einem selbstorganisierenden Fibrillen bildenden Peptid ab.
Das erste Projekt heißt “Tailored presentation of carbohydrate ligands on a coiled-coil scaffold for
asialoglycoprotein receptor targeting”. In diesem Teil konnte die Bindung der Mitglieder einer
coiled-coil Glykopeptid-Bibliothek zu Heptazyten bestimmt werden und der optimale Abstand sowie
die Orientierung der Galactose-Liganden für die Wechselwirkung mit dem Asialoglykoproteinrezeptor
(ASGPR) durch Druchflusszytomerie etabliert werden. Anhand von Inhibitionsstudien mit
Cytochalasin D wurde bestätigt, dass die Bindung durch die ASGPR vermittelte Endozytose abläuft.
Darüber hinaus wurde die Aufnahme der Trägerpeptide in die Zelle mithilfe von fluoreszenzmikroskopischen Studien nachgewiesen.
Im zweiten Teil mit dem Namen “A self-assembling peptide scaffold for the multivalent presentation
of antigens” wurde ein coiled-coil-basierende Sequenz genutzt um veränderbare höhergeordnete
Strukturen im Nanometerbereich zu generieren. Diese ermöglichten die gleichzeitige Präsentation von
Mannose-Liganden und einem Peptid-Epitop, wobei die Selbstorganisation der Helices durch die
Modifikationen nicht beeinträchtigt wurde. Die multivalente Präsentation dieser Liganden resultierte

in einer stärkeren Bindung durch einerseits Mannose-bindende Lektine und andererseits durch
geeignete Antikörper. Weiterhin wurde das Potential dieses neuartigen selbstorganisierenden Peptids
untersucht, die eingebauten Antigene in einem bioanalytischen Assay zu präsentieren, welcher einer
hohen Empfindlichkeit bedarf. Dazu wurde das Peptid mit einem Disaccharid-Glykotop vom
Leishmania Parasit versehen und mit humanen und caninen anti-Leishmania-Antikörpern enthaltenden
Seren inkubiert. Die Bindung des Antigens durch die Antikörper erfolgte im Falle der multivalenten
Präsentation durch das coiled-coil Gerüst weitaus effektiver.
Zusammenfassend wiesen die in der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchten α-helikalen coiled-coil Gerüste
eine effiziente multivalente Präsentation von Kohlenhydraten und/ oder Peptiden für die
entsprechenden spezifisch bindenden Partner auf. Dies wurde entweder durch ein gut definiertes
Präzisionswerkzeug (Projekt1) oder durch selbstorganisierenden Nanofasern (Projekt 2) erzielt. In
Projekt 1 wurde dargelegt, dass coiled-coil Peptide, welche mit ausgewählten Liganden versehen sind,
für die Anwendung zur Untersuchung von therapeutisch relevanten Rezeptoren maßgeschneidert
synthetisiert werden können. Im Projekt 2 wurde gezeigt, dass synthetisch zugängliche Fibrillen
bildende coiled-coil Gerüste einen multivalenten Effekt aufweisen, welcher für eine Verstärkung der
Bindung eines spezifischen Antikörpers und/ oder Rezeptors erforderlich ist.
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Peptides and proteins play an essential, irreplaceable role in the dynamics and kinetics of
cellular processes. It is the regulation of these particular biomolecules that allows the cell to
maintain homeostasis. 1, 2 In the human body, they are found in every tissue and perform a
0F

1F

wide range of essential functions that depend on the amino acid primary sequence and the 3D
structure. Disclosing the molecular mechanism by which these functions are exploited and
understanding how peptides interact with their biological targets may allow intervention in
pathological conditions and can offer a new tool for exploiting other cellular processes.
The popularity of peptides and peptidomimetics has constantly grown in the last few years,
especially because of their synthetic accessibility and potential applications. Chemists and
chemical biologists are particularly challenged by the tight protein structure-function
correlation; the main aim is to recreate certain cellular interactions by offering synthetic
peptide alternatives able to provide specific functional group arrangements that would
translate into a defined tertiary structure and a specialized function. Synthetic peptides
represent an appropriate simplification of a complex system, yet a system able to maintain
folding properties and biological functionalities.
The helix is by far the most frequently occurring structural motif in proteins and it is
associated with key biological functions such as molecular recognition, replication and
pathogen invasion. 3, 4 It is remarkable how, in spite of their structural simplicity, helical
2F

3F

peptides are involved in the most important cellular functions. For instance, it is the helical
structure of collagen that provides mechanical strength and stability to tissues and bones; 5 the
4F

Lac repressor, the protein responsible for the regulation of galactose, interacts with its binding
site on the lac operon mainly via one of its helices; 6 and even apoptosis can be mediated by
5F

the interaction of the helical peptides Bak and Bcl-xL with gramicidin A. 7, 8
6F

7F

However, not all protein-protein interactions rely on direct recognition: some of these
processes of molecular recognition must be finely regulated and require post-translational
modifications. The most common post-translation modification is protein glycosylation. The
addition of carbohydrates to proteins allows for cell-cell and cell-environment communication
in both physiological and pathological processes. Examples are respectively offered by lectinmediated processes and pathogen invasion. Lectins, such as SIGN-R1 and CSL, are
carbohydrate-binding proteins involved in cell adhesion: R1 is involved in the transient
recognition of neuronal cells; CLS is associated with adhesion between normal and
transformed cells. 9 Regarding pathogen invasion, the entry mechanism of HIV is only one of
8F

many examples of pathogens relying on interactions between their own proteins and those of
2

the host cell to establish infection. The case of HIV represents an excellent example in which
the specificity of the invasion process depends on the presence of the helical motif within
glycoproteins. 10
9F

The work presented in this thesis focuses on the use of the coiled-coil helical motif for the
presentation of carbohydrates to biological macromolecules for biomedical applications. This
introduction describes the theoretical background and state of the art necessary for the
understanding of the results of this study, and is divided as follows:


Section 1.1, “Peptides in medicinal chemistry”, offers an overview of the use of
peptides as scaffolds for biomedical applications. It defines the pros and cons of the
use of peptides and describes how their self-assembly properties can be used for cell
targeting;



Section 1.2, “Coiled coils in nature and as tools for medicine”, discusses the structural
characteristics of the coiled-coil helical motif and its use as a scaffold for the delivery
of biologically-active molecules;



Section 1.3, “Carbohydrate-protein interactions in cells and medicine”, underlines the
biological role of carbohydrate-protein interactions and the use of these interactions in
medicine.

1.1 PEPTIDES IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
Bioactive peptides trigger many biochemical cascades associated with cell-cell and cellenvironment communication, cellular growth and death, the immune response and other
modulatory activities in living systems. Therefore, it is not surprising that their employment
in medicine and in the pharmaceutical industry is very rapidly increasing.
Newer generations of peptide drugs have been discovered by screening natural products or by
rational design, including ligand-based, mechanism-based and receptor-based design. This
class of protein-based drugs, referred as “biologics”, includes peptides such as insulin, growth
factors and engineered antibody fragments. Biologics are often not suitable for oral delivery
and are thus typically formulated for injection. Nevertheless, they are an extremely successful
class of compounds, both economically and therapeutically. Among the top selling injectable
peptides are the 10-amino acid immunomodulator Copaxone, for multiple sclerosis, the 9amino acid gonadotropin receptor agonists Lupron and Zoladex, for breast and prostate
3

cancer, respectively, the 8-amino acid hormone secretion inhibitor Sandostatin, and the 2amino acid proteasome inhibitor Velcade, for multiple myeloma. 11 According to a new report
10F

published by Transparency Market Research “Peptide Therapeutics Market”, the worldwide
market for peptides employed in medicine, either as active ingredients or as drug adjuvants, is
expected to grow to US$ 27.3 billion by 2020, 12 and would likely increase further, since the
1F

production of peptides as drugs puts more emphasis in the future on personalized medicine.

1.1.1 Pros and cons
The success of peptides in biomedical applications lays in their intrinsic chemical properties
and biological activities:
1. Peptides are natural hormones, antibiotics, growth factors, chemokines, cytokines and
neurotransmitters; they are therefore metabolically and allergenically tolerated, and
this generally translates into low cell toxicity. 13
12F

2. The direct or indirect effect of peptides can be addressed towards a large variety of
targets, such as infectious diseases, neurological diseases, metabolic disorders and
cancer. 14 - 16 Due to their diversity in sequence and structure, their action is likely to be
13F

14F

15F

highly target-specific.
3. Peptides represent a valuable compromise between bulky proteins and small molecule
drugs, in terms of both costs and activity. While their functionalities are available for
binding, delivery and post-translational modifications just like proteins, they are
typically more synthetically accessible.
As promising as drug candidates or adjuvants they may be, the process that each single
peptide candidate has to face before being effectively adopted in medicine is not straight
forward and several obstacles must be overcome before commercialization of a peptide drug:
1. Due to their physical and chemical properties, peptides are often poorly orally
bioavailable, and, even when they do manage to overcome this limitation, they are
frequently and quickly cleared by the liver and kidneys.
2. Once distributed in the blood stream, peptides typically exhibit rather short half-life,
because, as proteins, they are subject to the action of several proteases. 17
16F

3. As a further obstacle, peptides tend to show very limited penetration of the bloodbrain barrier, and this calls for the use of additional delivery systems.
4
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Peptidess represent a most verssatile buildinng block, siince they caan be modifi
fied and
functionnalized withh an array of natural liggands, such as carbohyd
drates, nuclleic acids an
nd
lipids. T
Their biocom
mpatibility increases thhe chances of
o moleculaar recognitioon events with
w the
selectedd target, parrticularly considering thhe specific selectivity
s
deriving
d
froom the abilitty of
some off them to self-assemblee into ordereed nanostru
uctures. 22
21F

To ratioonally-desiggn a peptide scaffold foor the presen
ntation of lig
gands, the m
most importtant
parametter to take innto accountt is the interraction betw
ween the displayed mollecule and itts
specificc cellular tarrget, since th
he ligand-reeceptor inteeraction is ch
haracterizedd by high
selectivvity. 23 The basic
b
princip
ple of selecttive delivery
y is to increease the chan
ance of bind
ding and
2F

recognittion events by incremeentally increeasing the liigand conceentration at tthe interactiion site,
while leessening nonn-selective distributionn. In the dessign of synth
hetic scaffoolds, these reesults
are geneerally achieved by multivalently ddisplaying a higher num
mber of ligannds and by
specificcally directinng the scafffold toward the target cell
c type/tisssue. An exaample of
multivaalent ligand display is given
g
in Figuure 1.

d
via a multivaleent scaffold.. A: A viruss recognizess and binds the cell
Figure 1. Ligand delivery
surface.. B: The inteeraction virus-cell is w
weakly impeded by non-competitivve binding with
w a
monovaalent ligand. C: The virrus-cell inteeraction is efficiently sh
hielded by m
multivalent display
24
of the liigand. Adappted from Faasting et al. with permiission of Wiley-VCH,
W
copyright 2012.
2
23F

he use of pepptides as
The pepptide researcch of the paast decade iss full of exaamples of th
biomoleecular carrieers. For insttance, a whoole cellular microenvironment hass been recreated by
Lutolf aand Hubbelll with the usse a scaffoldd peptide reeproducing the regulariity and stabiility of
the cytooskeletal nettwork: 25 thee nanofibrilllar network
k was formed by the sellf-assembly
y of a
24F
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small building block presenting bioactive ligands responsive to cell-secreted signals. Other
examples are offered by the presentation of neuronal and epithelial growth factors as ligands
of self-assembling peptides, inducing cellular maturation and wound healing. 26, 27 In the first
25F

26F

case, the Stupp group encapsulated neural progenitor cells within a three-dimensional network
of peptide nanofibers presenting a neurite-promoting laminin epitope, which induces neuronal
differentiation. In the second example, Schneider, Garlick and Egles created a peptide that
undergoes molecular self-assembly to form a unique supramolecular structure that stably
covers the surface of wounds, suggesting that this scaffold may serve as a viable wound
dressing. A further use of peptides as scaffolds is represented by the cyclic peptide of Chan et
al, 28 which significantly improves the proangiogenic activity of the presented ligands at
27F

nanomolar concentrations, and is stable in human serum.

1.1.3 Self-assembling peptide scaffolds
The ability of certain peptides to undergo self-assembly makes them extremely useful as tools
for both medicinal chemistry and materials science. Compared to other nanoscale bioassemblies, such as branched polymers and dendrimers, PNA, and LNA, 29 - 31 peptides offer
28F

29F

30F

the advantage of facile de novo design by fine tuning of the primary sequence, to obtain
morphologies such as peptide nanotubes, amyloid fibrils and α-helical nanofibers. The selfassociation of these types of structures is a recurring theme in both physiological and diseaseassociated conditions. 32, 33 Mimicking natural scaffolds and modifying them with the desired
31F

32F

alterations, such as ligand conjugation, can reduce the synthetic effort and increase the chance
of success, since the architectures adopted by peptide nanoassemblies are often retained in the
presence of guest molecules.
During the self-assembly process, single building blocks recognize one another and associate
to form two- or three-dimensional networks. Recognition is driven by a combination of
noncovalent interactions, such as electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen
bonding and aromatic stacking. Inspired by molecular recognition processes in nature, a
variety of hosts of synthetic peptide nanoscaffolds have been developed. Three of the most
common types of peptide structures are depicted in Figure 2 and described below.
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Figure 2. Three exxamples of elongated
e
peeptide self-aassemblies. A: Tubulaar assembliees
dary structurres (actin). B:
B Amyloid
dogenic pepptide Aβ (1–
–40),
derivingg from a mix of second
solely ccross-β lamiinated sheetts. C: Fiberss formed by
y α-helical coiled-coils.
c
. Adapted frrom
Morrisaa and Serpelll, with perm
mission of T
The Royal Society
S
of Chemistry,
C
ccopyright 20
010. 34
3F



P
Peptide nannotubes (NT
Ts) represennt a class of protein-likee self-assem
mbly which has

recentlyy received much
m
attentiion. They arre defined as
a elongated
d nanoobjectts with a deefinite
inner hoole and a diaameter rang
ging from 0..7 nm to 1 µm.
µ NTs can
n be syntheetically obtaained
from strructures as simple
s
as diipeptides 35 or as compllex as cyclicc peptides 366 and are oft
ften used
34F

35F

as biom
materials. Thheir diversity
y is also refflected in th
he multitudee of secondaary structurees they
adopt: thhey can be obtained fro
om α-helicaal or β-sheett peptides, as
a well as peeptides or proteins
p
adoptingg both confformations simultaneou
s
usly.


A
Amyloids also
a derive from
f
a sponntaneous asssembly of prroteins or ppeptides into
o higher-

orderedd structures. In nature, they
t
often aassociate witth the so called proteinnopathies, orr protein
A
, Parkinson
n´s and Hunttington´s diiseases. 37 In
n a living
misfoldding diseasess, such as Alzheimer´s
36F

d sediment in
i the extraccellular mattrix,
system, they can agggregate intto fibrils or ribbons and
interferiing with thee physical an
nd physioloogical stabillity of cells. All amyloiid fibrils share a βsheet-ricch secondarry structure and a crosss-β sheet qu
uaternary strructure and are built up
p mostly
by hydrrophobic asssociations. The
T structurral regularitty and stability of amylloid peptidees,
togetherr with their involvemen
nt in severall human dissorders, mak
ke them exttremely inteeresting
in the coontext of medicinal
m
cheemistry. A sstep in this direction is representedd by the stu
udy of
Kelly annd coworkeers on functiional amylooids: the gro
oup identifieed a mamm
malian
amyloiddogenic protein Pmel17
7 which is nnot toxic bu
ut, on the con
ntrary, acceelerates the
8

polymerization of reactive small molecules into melanin, a critically important biopolymer
that protects against a broad range of cytotoxic damage. 38 Following this trend, Maji et al.
37F

discovered that hormones in secretory granules of the endocrine system are stored in an
amyloid-like conformation, and therefore functional amyloids can contribute to physiological
cell development.


The type of self-assembling peptide structure most-commonly found in nature is the

superhelical coil, and examples of this fold are α-keratin and myosin proteins. 39, 40 The α38F

39F

helical coiled-coil motif is the basic building block for the construction of fibrous filaments
with lengths on the order of several hundred µm that bundle to form matured fibers. The
chemistry of the hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions leading to the formation of the αhelical fibers is well studied and understood, and the rules for the design of such
supramolecular structures are known. Since only some of the amino acid residues of the
coiled-coil motif are actively involved in the folding of the peptide, the remaining ones can be
used for the display of ligands and functionalities. This characteristic makes the α-helical
fibers an optimal three-dimensional scaffold.

1.1.4 Peptide interactions with cells
The employment of peptides as scaffolds for the delivery of drugs or biologically-relevant
molecules into cells has experienced rapid growth, due to the discovery of peptides with the
innate ability to cross the cell membrane, called cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs).
CPPs offer the advantage of intracellular delivery of information-rich molecules, avoiding
dispersion in the blood stream and reducing side effects. On the one hand, this type of peptide
shows high levels of cellular uptake and therefore has significant potential as a carrier system;
on the other hand, they exhibit cellular promiscuity, to the detriment of specificity. For this
reason, according to the type of molecule to be delivered and the therapeutic use of the
synthetic system, peptide chemists have also turned to other peptides that do not possess cellpenetrating potential but that instead deliver their cargo inside the cell by precisely displaying
a presented ligand to the cognate receptor. Thus, the CPP approach is known as passive
targeting, while the ligand-receptor approach is referred to as active targeting. One current
goal in this field is the optimization of peptides as delivery molecules for both selective
targeting and efficient cellular internalization.
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Passsive targetiing

Passive targeting reefers to the phenomenoon of transp
port across th
he cell mem
mbrane with
hout
specificc interactionns with mem
mbrane comp
mponents. In the contextt of peptide scaffolds, passive
p
targetinng is possiblle mostly in the case off CPPs. CPP
Ps facilitate the cellularr delivery of their
cargo, w
which can be bound cov
valently or nnoncovalen
ntly. A typiccal CPP gennerally contaains
either a large numbber of surfacce positive ccharges (po
olycationic CPP),
C
or altternating
hydrophhilic and hyydrophobic residues
r
(am
mphipathic CPP).
C
TAT) from HIV.
The firsst identified CPP was the
t trans-acttivating tran
nscriptionall activator (T
Since thhen, a large number of CPPs have been identiified and characterized.. 41 No uniqu
ue
40F

mechannism of transslocation haas been idenntified; insteead, CPPs can
c also be cclassified acccording
to their primary enttrance mech
hanism intoo the cell: diirect penetraation, endoccytosis, or th
he
formatioon of transittory structu
ures, as repoorted in Figu
ure 3.

Figure 3. Cellularr-uptake mechanism off CPPs. Representation of the threee main wayss of
CPP intternalizationn into cells. Adapted frrom Madanii et al. with permissionn of Hindaw
wi
Publishiing Corporaation, copyrright 2011. 442
41F
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The internalization of CPPs by direct penetration is an energy-independent process and it
most likely involves favorable electrostatic interactions between polycationic CPPs and
negatively-charged phospholipids. In contrast, endocytosis is an energy-dependent
mechanism that can occur either by nonspecific receptor mediation or by interaction between
the positive charges of the CPP and surface polysaccharides of the cell (heparin sulfates). The
formation of inverted micelles is the most common form of transitory structure for CPP
transportation. These are formed by aggregates of colloids in combination with membrane
phospholipids that allow the CPP to remain in the internal hydrophilic environment. CPPs
have found numerous applications in biology and medicine as carrier systems: they have been
used for the delivery of proteins, full-length antibodies, nucleic acids, small-molecule drugs
and imaging agents. 43 - 47 Overall, CPPs show very high potential for further development and
42F

43F4F45F

46F

optimization, but their lack of specificity remains a major drawback.


Active targeting

Active targeting, also called ligand-based targeting, refers to the receptor-mediated process.
The main advantage of delivering cargo in this fashion is increased cell binding and
internalization. Over the past decade, several peptides have been exploited for this purpose,
particularly for anti-cancer therapy, anti-inflammation, diagnostics and imaging. Mai et al.
demonstrated that a peptide selected by phage display increased the percentage of active
uptake of a liposome containing an anticancer drug and the percentage of cancer cell death; 48
47F

Wang and co-workers designed a peptide conjugated with PEG and PTMC as a drug carrier,
which was able to be selectively target bone lesion sites and demonstrate pathologyresponsive activity; 49 several examples exist for the use of targeting peptides carrying
48F

theranostic agents, able to simultaneously deliver a drug and a contrast agent; 50 Subramanian
49F

and others, for instance, developed a cationic peptide scaffold that allows its cargo to be
delivered specifically into the nucleus by conjugating with a nonclassical nuclear localization
signal (NLS). The system shows improved nuclear localization and DNA binding properties
of the NLS. 51
50F

This active targeting mechanism is depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Receptorr-mediated active
a
targeeting. A: Sellective bind
ding of a carrrier-ligand
complexx with a speecific memb
brane recepttor; only thee correct bin
nding partnner can comp
plex
with its receptor. B:
B Internalization of thee bound carrrier-ligand complex
c
viaa receptor-m
mediated
endocyttosis.
There arre some lim
mitations in the
t active-taargeting sysstem: the ex
xpression off the recepto
or must
be locallized to the target cells and receptoor saturation
n frequently
y occurs, redducing targeting
efficienncy and increasing the risk
r of non-sspecific bin
nding pheno
omena.
Due to ttheir diversee functionallities and str
tructural pro
operties, pep
ptides repreesent a scafffold for
receptorr-mediated targeting th
hat can easilly be fine-tu
uned. They can
c accomm
modate a larrge
variety of ligands that can be placed
p
at sppecific sites and preciseely oriented.. Moreover,, by
varying the length and the sequence of thee peptide sccaffold, thesse can be m
made to
accomm
modate a higgh number of
o chemicallly distinct ligands
l
simu
ultaneouslyy. These feattures
make peeptides good potential candidates for multivalent ligand presentation
p
n.

TURE AND
D AS TOO
OLS FOR MEDICINE
M
E
1.2 COIILED COIILS IN NAT
Self-asssembly playys an essentiial role in thhe productio
on of robustt and efficieent nanoscaffolds.
The maiin challengees in the syn
nthesis of suuch structurres are the rational
r
desiign of molecules
that cann form definned supramo
olecular agggregates and
d the stabilitty and toxiccity of the
scaffoldds. Nature continuously
y faces thesee same challlenges and it has, overr the course of
evolutioon, achievedd absolute control
c
overr the structure and function of com
mplex protein
ns. The
way in w
which naturre exerts its control is bby dictating the chemiccal and electtrical interaactions
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between the basic building blocks of the macromolecules, and thus by programming
polypeptide chain sequences. The consequence is a tight correlation between structure and
function, stability under physiological conditions and refined interactions with other
macromolecules. Therefore, the rational design of peptide scaffolds must be based on natural
systems to enable translating primary amino acid sequences into defined supramolecular
structures. The literature offers several examples of cell-interacting peptide scaffolds. For
instance, the β-sheet-based peptide hydrogel RAD16II, consisting of alternating hydrophilic
and hydrophobic amino acids, was found to be capable of supporting the attachment and
growth of a variety of mammalian cell types. The same ability to form biocompatible
hydrogels is also reported for β-hairpin-based peptides, short aromatic peptides, hybrid
amphiphilic peptides and α-helical peptide hydrogels. 52 - 55 However, the state of the art
51F

52F53F

54F

regarding the incorporation of biologically-active motifs as ligands on peptide scaffolds for
interaction with cells is limited to hybrid amphiphilic peptides 56 and β-sheet-based fibrils 57
5F

56F

(an overview on the subject is given by Wu, Zhang and Hauser). 58 To date, no coiled coil57F

based peptide has been reported to be employed for the delivery of biologically-relevant
molecules to cells. This may be partially due to the large number of amino acids required to
yield an α-helical fiber, which translates into relatively high production costs at industrial
levels.
Nevertheless, the α-helical coiled-coil motif is a ubiquitous protein domain. Predictions based
on analyses of primary sequences suggest that >5% of all proteins form coiled-coils. 59 It is
58F

therefore the most abundant protein fold, and it offers versatility and strength. Proteins relying
on the coiled-coil motif for their interactions have a large variety of functions, their roles
ranging from transcription regulation to cell architecture.60, 61 Moreover, there are several
59F

60F

proteins in which the coiled-coil motif plays a relevant pharmacological role: the SNARE
proteins, involved in vesicular trafficking of neurotransmitters and viral fusion; 62 the GCN4
61F

transcriptional activator protein, which binds specifically to the promoters of yeast amino acid
biosynthetic genes; 63 the proto-oncoprotein Fos and Jun, which bind DNA via their leucine
62F

64

zipper motif; and the myosin protein family, involved in the transport of specific
63F

biomolecules, vesicles and organelles in eukaryotic cells. 65 The crucial role played in both
64F

physiological and pathological conditions, together with the structural reliability and
predictability of the coiled-coil motif, makes it a promising scaffold for biomedical and
pharmaceutical applications.
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1.2.1 The coiled-coil heptad repeat
The α-helical coiled-coil motif was identified in 1952 by Francis Crick, based on X-ray
diffraction data from α-keratin. 66, 67 According to Crick´s definition, the hallmark of the
65F

6F

coiled-coil motif is a distinctive packing of the amino acid side chains in the core of a bundle
(knobs-into-holes): a residue of one helix (knob) packs into a space surrounded by the side
chains of four amino acids from another helix (hole). Two or more amphipathic α-helices can
assemble into a supercoil (or superhelix) by wrapping themselves around each other. Most
commonly, supercoils consist of two-to-five helices, running in the same (parallel) or in
opposite (antiparallel) directions. 68 Compared to the 3.6 residues per helix turn found in 3.613
67F

helices within globular proteins, the coiled-coil motif forces a distortion of the amino acids
around each other and brings the number of residues per helix turn down to 3.5. For this
reason, a complete heptad repeat is distributed every two turns of the helix. 69, 70
68F

69F

A superhelix can be composed by either homomeric or heteromeric assemblies, according to
the primary amino acid sequence, which also dictates stoichiometry, topology and assemblydisassembly equilibrium. 71 There are, moreover, other essential properties that influence the
70F

stability of a coiled coil, such as helical propensity of the amino acids, hydrophobicity and
tightness of the core, shielding of the core from the solvent and favorable polar and ionic
interactions. The contribution of each amino acid at each single location along the repeats is
still under investigation, although various attempts to elucidate this process have been made. 72
71F

Left-handed coiled coils are characterized by a seven-residue periodicity called heptad repeat.
Right-handed coiled coils are instead defined by an eleven-residue periodicity, the undecad
repeat. In the context of preparation of synthetic scaffolds, the simplicity of the heptad repeat
is favored and most commonly employed.
The structural characterization of a high number of coiled coil-containing proteins by X-ray
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy allows for the identification of coiled-coil basic
design principles. Within the seven residues composing the coiled-coil heptad repeat,
designated a, b, c, d, e, f and g, the main driving force for the assembly is established by
placing hydrophobic residues in positions a and d to form a hydrophobic core. 73 Amino acids
72F

at positions e and g are often charged to stabilize the helix and give directionality. 74 They
73F

pack against the hydrophobic core and can participate in interhelical electrostatic interactions
between residue i (g position) of one helix and residue i’+5 of the other helix (e’ position,
belonging to the next heptad). Residues b, c and f are solvent-exposed and can therefore be
used for the conjugation of ligands.. 75 - 77 The positions of the heptad repeat and the
74F

75F

76F
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hydrophhobic and ellectrostatic interactionss of a paralllel, heterodiimeric coileed coil are
illustratted in Figuree 5.

Figure 5. Schematic representtation of a pparallel, heteerodimeric coiled coil. Selected siide
chains aare shown as
a balls and sticks. A: H
Helical wheel diagram indicating sside chains as
a balls
and sticcks, demonsstrating the hydrophobi
h
ic interactio
ons between a-a` and d--d` position
ns and
the ionic interactionns between e-g` and g--e` positionss. The wheeel shows a to
top view of the
amino aacid sequencce. B: Horizzontally tiltted view of the helical wheel,
w
displlaying five full
heptad rrepeats. C: Side view of
o the dimerric coiled-co
oil peptide, emphasizinng the hydro
ophobic
core andd electrostattic interactions betweenn e`-g posittions. 78
7F

Within tthe hydrophhobic core, the choice oof amino accid to place at a and d ppositions haave a
fundam
mental role inn stability, ellipticity
e
annd oligomerrization of the
t coiled-c oil. For exaample, in
meric coiled--coil a β-braanched sidee chain such
h as valine ppacks well at
a the a
a paralleel homodim
79
positionn, while possition d favo
ors the γ-braanching of leucine.
l
Pllacing a β-bbranched am
mino
78F

acid intoo a d positioon would fo
orce the paraallel dimeriic peptide to
o adopt the tthermodynaamically
disfavorred rotamerr conformatiion and thuss lead to thee formation of a tetram
mer. 80 The
79F

hydrophhobicity of the
t amino acids
a
at the ccore is also the most sttabilizing ennergetic
contribuution; for exxample, leuccine at a d pposition con
ntributes abo
out 38.5 KJJ mol-1 per coiledc
coil dim
mer, relativee to alanine.81
80

The maiin variable influencing
g paring andd orientation
n of the helices is the ellectrostatic
interactiion betweenn the amino
o acid residuues at e posiitions on on
ne helix andd at g´ positiions on
the otheer helix (i  i´+5). Theese positionns are comm
monly occupied by glutaamic acid an
nd
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lysine, rrespectivelyy, but in a heeteroligomeeric system it is possiblle to switchh the orientaation of
one of tthe helices by
b placing glutamic
g
aciid and lysin
ne in g and e positions, respectively
y.
w repulsivve charges at
a these positions destaabilizes pariing. In
Replacing attractivve charges with
energetiic terms, each salt bridg
ge betweenn an e and a g position contributes
c
1.5 KJ mol-1
to

coiled-ccoil stabilityy. 82
81F

1.2.2 Atttaining mu
ultivalency
y with the cooiled-coil motif
m
Packingg efficiency at the hydrophobic corre of coiled
d coil-based peptides, toogether with
h the
directionality of thee a and d po
ositions withhin the coree, greatly in
nfluences thee stability of
o the
y’s
superheelix and the oligomerizaation state. It has been experimenttally shownn by Harbury
studies tthat the paccking geomeetries of ressidues at a and
a d positio
ons, respecttively defineed as
parallel and perpenndicular, gov
vern the oli gomerizatio
on state of parallel
p
coilled coils (Fig
gure 6).74

Figure 6. Intermolecular interractions withhin the coileed-coil mottif. Helical w
wheel diagrrams of
A: a parrallel, dimerric coiled co
oil; B: an anntiparallel, dimeric
d
coilled coil; C: a parallel, trimeric
t
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coiled coil; D: a parallel, tetrameric coiled coil. Curved arrows indicate salt bridges, crossedarrows depict hydrophobic interactions. E: Knobs-into-holes configuration in parallel dimeric,
trimeric and tetrameric coiled coils; F: Knobs-into-holes configuration in antiparallel dimeric,
trimeric and tetrameric coiled coils. Adapted from Apostolovic et al. with permission of
Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2010. 83
82F

As mentioned in paragraph 1.2.1, in dimeric coiled coils isoleucine and leucine are preferred
at a and d positions, respectively, whereas the opposite distribution favors the tetrameric
assembly. In the case of trimers, instead, no discrimination has been observed, and they can
be generated by a=d=Leu/Ile. A clear overview of the contributions of the amino acids at
these two positions is given by Apostolovic et al. and is reported in Table 2.83

Table 2. Basic design principles to control the oligomerization state and helix orientation in
de novo coiled coils. Adapted from Apostolovic et al. with permission of Royal Society of
Chemistry, copyright 2010.83
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Residues at e and g positions, despite being mainly responsible for the specificity of folding
and the formation of homo- or heterooligomers, seem to also play a role in intrahelical
interactions, due in part to attractive Coulombic forces and also due to their contributions to
the stability of the coiled-coil; the latter occurs by increasing the hydrophobicity of the coiledcoil interface as, for example, in the case of protonated glutamic acid.82
The number of helices is directly related to the stability of the structure. A higher number of
helices translates into a broader hydrophobic interface, better shielding of the core from the
aqueous environment, and an increase in the number of polar and ionic interactions via the
amino acids at b and c positions. Interhelical interactions, however, do not only allow for a
higher number of helices sharing the same hydrophobic core, but are also responsible for the
longitudinal “growth” of coiled-coil oligomers into so-called α-helical fibers. 84
83F

Fibrous structures are central to many biological processes and are of interest as
bionanomaterials. 85, 86 The production of such structures is often available via self-assembly,
84F

85F

a recurrent theme in biological systems. Molecular self-assembly allows the single, disordered
building blocks of the system to form organized supramolecular structures as a consequence
of specific, local interactions, without external intervention. It is a process mostly driven by
noncovalent interactions and is observed in very small peptides and large proteins alike. 87, 88
86F

87F

Unlike all natural coiled coil-based structures, where the elementary units composing the
fibers are mostly “blunt” ended, de novo designed α-helical fibers are based on the “sticky”
ends principle, a nomenclature adopted from nucleic acid research. 89 In the case of nucleic
8F

acids, digested DNA through the action of restriction enzymes presents one strand overhang
to the other to from a very short single-stranded segment. This segment will easily repair with
other ends of the same type, and thus are referred to as sticky ends. The same principle can be
applied to de novo designed, coiled coil-based peptides: by constructing a peptide sequence
which contains, at the C- or the N-terminus, an incomplete heptad repeat (for example:
defg(abcdefg)na), the sticky-end effect can be reproduced, and the peptide is able to form
elongated fibers. It is likely, though, that the building block for these fibers is still the
elementary oligomerization state of the designed coiled-coil (dimer or trimer). The Woolfson
laboratory has widely exploited this concept by conceiving the first de novo-designed selfassembling heterodimeric fiber-forming peptide system (SAF-p1 and SAF-p2) 90 and
89F

developing it towards the formation of custom-designed supramolecular structures. 91
90F

Potekhin et al. have proposed a structural model for the rational design of α-helical fibers,
starting from the formation of a five-stranded coiled-coil. 92 According to this model, a coiled91F
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coil pepptide can asssemble into an n-strandded (n) fiberr if the axiaal stagger beetween adjaacent
helices (Δl) is equaal to an integ
gral numberr of heptadss, according
g to the form
mula:
(L
L + δl) / n = Δl
where nn=degree off oligomerizzation of thee helical bun
ndles, (typiccally 2, 3, 44, or 5), L =aamino
acid residues compprising the oligopeptide
o
e (generally 25–50), δl =residue eqquivalents (usually
0 or 1, ffor a single space between successsive helices)), Δl =axial stagger in rresidues bettween
adjacennt helices in the bundle. A graphicaal representation of thiss formula caan be found
d in
Figure 77.

Figure 7. Represenntation of th
he self-assem
mbly of an α-helical
α
prrotomer intoo a five-straanded
fibril acccording to the
t Potekhin model.
As mathhematically elucidated above, seveeral critical structural features
f
musst be taken into
accountt when aiming to design
n a peptide sequence to
o self-assem
mble into α-hhelical fiberrs: the
coiled ccoil oligomeerization staate, the orienntation betw
ween the adjjacent helicces
(parallel/antiparalleel) and the potential
p
forr lateral association. With
W these deesign princiiples in
mind, seeveral de noovo coiled coil-based,
c
ffiber-formin
ng peptides have been ssynthesized
d and
have fouund applicaations in sev
veral fields. 993, 94
92F

93F

ds for biom
medical app
plications
1.2.3 α--Helical-based scaffold
Peptidess based on the
t α-helicaal secondaryy structure are
a relatively rigid scafffolds for the
presentaation of ligaands to biolo
ogical targeets. The stiff
ffness of the structure tiights their use
u to a
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target-oriented ligand display, requiring specific positioning of the presented molecule on the
backbone, with a considerable loss of entropy during target-ligand binding. 95
94F

Due to their high propensity to be found in helical conformation, two of the most used amino
acid residues for this type of scaffold are proline and alanine. Polyproline chains (PP) adopt a
well-defined left-handed helix of type II (PPII) and contain three residues per turn, aligning
every third ring on the same face of the helix with a pitch of approximately 10 Å. 96 PP
95F

peptides have been used as a precision tool for the presentation of ligands in several
applications. Examples are offered by the work of Yannick et al. 97 and Unverzagt et al. 98 The
96F

97F

former has systematically studied the role of cationic and hydrophobic moieties in cell
penetration using a PP backbone, demonstrating dramatic increases in uptake when up to six
guanidinium groups were positioned on the polyproline helix, whereas only modest increases
in cellular uptake were observed with the amine-containing polyproline compounds, showing
that amphiphilicity plays a key role in enhanced cell translocation. The latter working group
synthesized a competitive inhibitor against influenza virus by presenting multiple sialyl-Nacetyllactosamine side chains at predefined distances along a PP peptide. Most of the
multivalent sialoglycopeptides exhibit increased binding proportional to the spacing of the
ligands, when compared to monovalent compounds.
Regarding alanine, its high abundance in nature and its structural simplicity make it an ideal
model building block for the study of conformational changes and aggregation behavior. 99
98F

Alanine-rich peptides have been investigated, for instance, by Asakura et al. as scaffold
candidates for the delivery of glutamic acid residues for bone-repair applications. 100 These
9F

peptides show enhanced cell binding through focal adhesions and enhanced expression of
osteoblast-like cells. Liu and Kiick have used alanine-rich peptides as carrier molecules for
carbohydrate presentation against cholera toxin. 101 Enhanced binding to the toxin was
10F

explained by the multivalent effect, which increases the local concentration of the saccharide
ligand in the vicinity of the receptor.
The robustness of the coiled-coil motif has been experimentally explored, among others, by
Falenski et al., by loading up to twelve glycan moieties on a homo-dimeric coiled-coil model
peptide. 102 Remarkably, the high degree of O-glycosylation was easily tolerated by this
10F

structural motif, and thermal stability analysis demonstrated the structural strength of the
coiled-coil as a scaffold for the presentation of carbohydrate ligands. A great amount of work
has been dedicated to elucidating the de novo design and oligomerization of the coiled-coil
motif, but its use as a delivery system for biomedical applications has started to be taken into
consideration only very recently.
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1.3 CARBOHYDRATE-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS IN CELLS AND MEDICINE
Most essential cellular processes, such as growth, differentiation, motility, morphology and
communication, are mediated by extracellular signals received by and exchanged between the
surfaces of cells. Some of these stimuli are received in the form of extracellular fluids, as in
the case of hormones and neurotransmitters, but other signals are encoded in neighboring cell
surfaces and exert their effect through direct cell-cell contact.
Cell surface carbohydrates represent information-rich binding sites for cellular intermediates
and other cells and thus act as molecular recognition partners. Since most cell-cell and cellenvironment communication occurs through carbohydrates, much current research is devoted
to understanding their interactions with proteins and cellular compartments. For biomedical
purposes, carbohydrates are often presented to their binding partners via synthetic scaffolds,
to optimize interactions and fine-tune the signal response by means of the multivalent effect.
A large portion of currently discovered multivalent interactions are mediated by
carbohydrate–protein interactions, and their specificity is achieved by exploring the wide
structural diversity of carbohydrates. 103 The next section attempts to describe the complex
102F

implications of carbohydrate-protein interactions and exploitation of these for research and
medicine.

1.3.1 Biosynthesis of glycoproteins
The attachment of sugar moieties during or after protein translation is complex. 104 It is a
103F

process that goes beyond the genome and is regulated by several factors via many elaborate
pathways, to finally result in a mature glycoprotein that is either secreted by cells or becomes
part of the membrane, cytoplasm or nucleus. The key event in the biogenesis of glycoproteins
is clearly the formation of the glycopeptide bond, which determines the nature of the
carbohydrate units and the protein’s biological function. There are 13 different types of
carbohydrate–amino acid combinations, arranged in five distinct groups, as shown in Figure
8. The most common carbohydrate–amino acid bonds in eukaryotes are: 105
104F

1. The O-glycosydic bond, between the hydroxyl group of the amino acid side chain
(serine, threonine and tyrosine among the proteinogenic residues, and hydroxylysine
and hydroxyproline among the others) and the terminal sugar.
2. The N-glycosidic bond, between the side chain amide of the amino acid asparagine
and a glycan (exception: arginine with glucose).
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Protein glycosylation is controlled by rates of polypeptide translation and protein folding,
localization of glycosyltransferases (enzymes responsible for glycopeptide bond formation),
cellular sugar concentration and membrane trafficking. Therefore, single glycosylation sites
on the same polypeptide can contain different glycan structures reflecting both the type and
state of the cell in which they are synthesized.
Whether it is a single sugar or a complex glycan tree, glycosylation is an effective way of
generating diversity in proteins and modulating their properties due to the inherent structural
variations of glycans. For example, the bulkiness and the hydrophilic nature of carbohydrates
often increase protein solubility and stability against proteolysis. 107 Sugars can stabilize the
106F

folded state of proteins, and this generally leads to higher melting temperatures. These effects
typically depend highly upon the precise location of the sugar on the protein, so that different
glycosylation sites influence protein stability in different ways. Due to steric hindrance,
glycosylation restricts the range of conformations available to the neighboring peptides within
the same protein, even when a defined change in secondary structure does not occur. For this
reason, it generally contributes to protein folding by limiting the conformational degrees of
freedom of the backbone around the site. 108
107F

1.3.2 Carbohydrate functions in cells
Cells run on carbohydrates and glycoproteins are one of the most abundant and structurally
diverse classes of molecules in nature. Carbohydrates are directly involved in almost all
biological aspects of cell life and play an important role in almost every human disease. The
functions of complex glycans are generally carried out at the multicellular level, as
demonstrated by the fact that cells can grow in culture without them, but other simple sugars,
such as the O-GlcNAc, are essential for mammalian cell homeostasis. 109 Glycoconjugates
108F

provide high structural diversity to proteins at the phenotype level, for various metabolic
pathways, and for cell development, and glycoproteins are involved in both intracellular and
intercellular communication, essential for tissue formation and growth. A synthesis of the
processes in which carbohydrates are involved is offered by Figure 9.
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As show
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cell. One of the main reasons that facilitate this event is molecular mimicry: surface
carbohydrates of many pathogens have a very similar chemistry to the mammalian
components of the eukaryotic glycocalix, and this similarity often allows bacteria and viruses
to evade immune surveillance, like in the case of the sialic-acid capsule of group B Neisseria
meningitidis and neural cell adhesion molecules.114 The biochemical tolerance and alteration
13F

of the host glycosylation pattern during disease/infection are both components that must be
considered to better understand the sugar-mediated cell invasion. For these reasons,
carbohydrates are not perceived by the body as highly immunogenic and their use as a sole
element for a vaccine preparation does not guarantee the activation of the immune response.
This is why carbohydrate-based vaccines frequently contain one or more immune-stimulatory
compounds, such as peptide epitopes, providing appropriate stimuli to the host's immune
system. In this way, the cell-mediate immunity would provide immunological memory, while
the carbohydrate antigen would allow for the production of specific antibodies.

1.3.3 Multivalency in carbohydrate-protein interactions
Whenever the topic is carbohydrate and cells, it is also important to take into consideration
the nature of the carbohydrate-protein interactions: the two components are linked by a
number of relatively weak interactions that ensure specificity but permit unlinking when
needed. The best examples are offered by the carbohydrate-binding protein family of lectins,
whose main role is to facilitate cell-cell communication. Due to the weak nature of the
interaction with carbohydrates, a lectin is usually formed by more than one binding site which
often interact with an array of glycans expressed on the membrane of another cell. The
essence of this binding modality resembles the action of Velcro: 115 each bond is relatively
14F

weak but the complex of all interactions is strong. Binding affinity and degree of carbohydrate
substitution and branching have been widely analyzed and frequently correlated. 116 A good
15F

example is offered by a triantennary inhibitor of the lectin asialoglycoprotein receptor
(ASGPR), which, with its three GalNAc moieties, shows higher inhibitory potency than the
biantennary counterpart. 117
16F

The phenomenon of multivalency and formation of multimeric architectures containing
several recognition sites is very frequent in nature, since it allows for the compensation of
weak individual noncovalent interactions. The proposed model of binding for mammalian
lectins is a mechanism of multivalent recognition, in which avidity can be further increased by
matching appropriate conformational arrangement of the binding site in the lectin oligomer
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with the spacing of carbohydrate ligand. 118 Another example is offered by the mannose17F

binding protein-specific antibody 2G12, which achieves its recognition via multivalent
interactions, rather than recognition by a single high affinity site. 119, 120 In conclusion, protein18F

19F

carbohydrate recognition at molecular levels is always enabled by a synergistic combination
of several cooperative binding events.

1.3.4 Use of carbohydrates in medicine
Over the past two decades, there have been many improvements in tools and techniques for
the study and synthesis of carbohydrates and their use as therapeutics. 121 Recognition of the
120F

importance of glycans in the medical community dates back to the discovery of the three
blood types (A, B and 0), in 1900. 122 The identification of the chemical differences and
12F

identities of the blood type components had to wait other 50 years for the work of Kabat,
Leskowitz, Morgan and Watkins, which demonstrated that the main constituent of the H
antigen was the monosaccharide fucose, to which either N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) or
galactose (Gal) were added to A and B antigens, respectively. 123 - 125 Since this very early
12F
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discovery, carbohydrates made their official debut into various fields of medicine and
pharmacy, such as angiology, immunology and diabetology.

Figure 10. Timeline of glycans in medicine. Adapted from Hudak and Bertozzi, with
permission of Cell Press, copyright 2014. 126
125F

As shown in Figure 10, carbohydrates were introduced into the field of immunology with the
identification of the polysaccharide-based coating from the Pneumococcus capsid that could
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react with type-specific antisera from patients infected with the pathogen. 127 This discovery
126F

opened the gates for the new concept that carbohydrates can be used as a main component for
vaccine development. 128, 129 In particular, their use in the vaccine Pneumovax (PPV23),
127F

128F

containing over twenty capsular polysaccharides from Streptococcus pneumonia, 130
129F

demonstrates that glycans are indeed suitable to efficiently stimulate and “train” the antibody
response for effective vaccination. However, the low molecular weight and the inherently Tcell-independent nature of carbohydrates make them poorly immunogenic. 131 The first
130F

response to this limitation was offered by conjugating carbohydrates to carrier molecules, but
this approach also failed to induce a sufficient T-cell response in human patients. 132 A
13F

solution was presented by adding a promiscuous T-cell epitope to the vaccine components to
trigger, simultaneously, the T-cell-dependent immune response and specific antibody
production via the glycopeptide antigen. 133 This successful design brought about the
132F

development of vaccines against, for example, Neisseria meningitidis (Menactra),
Streptococcus pneumoniae (Prevnar), Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib; Hiberix,
Comvax), and Salmonella typhi (TYPHIM Vi). 134, 135
13F
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The chosen carrier system also plays an important role in carbohydrate-based vaccine
production. The above-mentioned vaccines utilize a protein as carrier, generally a deactivated
version of a known toxin. Recently, greater attention has been paid to fully synthetic vaccines.
The most successful example may be offered by the production of the Cuban Hib vaccine, the
first clinically approved carbohydrate-based vaccine, the synthesis of which was described by
Verez-Bencome et al. and is based on conjugating an antigenic tetrasaccharide from Hib to
the tetanus toxin. 136 Equally impressive is the work by the Seeberger group to generate a
135F

synthetic, glycan-based anti-malarial vaccine, which reduces many sources of tissue damage
normally found during infection. 137, 138
136F
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Beyond their use in immunology, the interaction of carbohydrates with their main binding
partners, the lectins, is one of the most relevant phenomena that must be taken into account
for therapeutic purposes. The discovery of selectin in the 1980s represented a major step
forward in the field of glycobiology and inspired decades of therapeutic development.
It must be remembered that protein-carbohydrate interactions are very weak in nature, and
therefore monovalent sugars as targets for lectin binding are not suitable to be considered as
drug candidates. For this reason, multivalent glycoconjugates have been developed taking
advantage of the “cluster glycoside effect” to strengthen lectin avidity, 139, 140 resulting in
138F

glycopolymers, glycodendrimers and glyconanoparticles. 141,
140F

dendrimeric scaffold STARFISH

142F

143

142
14F

139F

The clinically relevant

is an oligovalent dendron-like compound bearing a high
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number of selected glycans. The same STARFISH dendrimer has been used to inhibit or
image specific carbohydrate-binding proteins. For example, Rele et al. demonstrated that a
high valency polyethylene oxide (PEO) star dendrimer bearing highly sulfated lactose ligands
can selectively recognize selectin and reduce inflammation when administered in a mouse
model. 144 Also, the architecture of the multivalent structure makes a major contribution to the
143F

activity of the final glycoconjugate, as shown, for instance, by the Kiessling research group,
which demonstrated that a designed multivalent scaffold was essential to enhance avidity and
specificity by varying scaffold shape, size, valency, and the density of the binding
elements. 145 A further example is offered by Scheibe and Seitz, who provided multivalent
14F

PNA-DNA complexes bearing sugar conjugates presented in a spatially-defined fashion: 146
145F

the periodicity and flexibility of the nucleic acid helix allowed for the precise determination
of number and spatial alignment of the presented carbohydrate ligands.
It is now generally understood that combining the specificity imparted by the carbohydrates
and the multivalent effect offered by a synthetic scaffold is a promising strategy for
optimizing the therapeutic effects of carbohydrate-based drugs.
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Figure 11. Schemee of the SPP
PS. Yellow sphere: resiin bead; black rectanglee: resin-pep
ptide
linker; bblue circle: amino acid; green trianngle: side ch
hain protectting group; purple squaare:
Fmoc grroup; yellow
w star: carboxylic acidd activation site; red line: peptide bbond.

As depiicted in Figuure 11, Fmo
oc-based SP
PPS is a repeetition of th
hree main stteps: 1: Fmo
oc
removall; 2: activatiion of the next
n amino aacid; 3: coupling. The Fmoc
F
groupp is cleaved
d under
basic coonditions (tyypically 20%
% - 40% pipperidine) wh
hile the protecting grouups of the siide
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chains are not base labile. This orthogonal strategy allows for the exposure of the amino
group of the amino acid anchored on the resin, while avoiding any unwanted reaction with the
side chain. The activation of the carboxylic acid of the following amino acid is performed in a
separate tube with specific activating agents, according to the characteristics of the amino acid
in question, such as bulkiness and solubility. The most commonly used combination is
diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) and hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt). The activated amino acid
is added to the reactor for a certain time that can vary from 30 minutes to overnight, according
mainly to the accessibility of the functionalities in solution. When all the amino acids are
coupled together, strong acidic conditions, generally 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), can
cleave the peptide from the resin and remove the side chain protecting groups,
simultaneously. After solvent removal, the peptide is ready to be purified.

2.1.2 Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
The most used technique for synthetic peptide purification is high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). It is a chromatographic technique for separation of components
from a mixture, their quantification and isolation. The reversed phase (RP)-HPLC, allows for
separation of compounds according to their polarity. The most hydrophilic compounds elute
first, followed by compounds with decreasing polarity. This is due to the reduced interactions
of hydrophilic compounds with the hydrophobic stationary phase of the column when the
polarity of the mobile phase is decreased (e.g., increased percentage of acetonitrile over
water). Elution is monitored by UV-detection and the eluents can be collected and analyzed
separately.

2.1.3 Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique to identify the type of molecule analyzed
by measuring the mass-to-charge ratio of gas-phase ions. Electrospray ionization (ESI)
produces ions by applying high voltage to a liquid to create an aerosol. This type of MS is
particularly useful when analyzing proteins and peptides, since it overcomes their propensity
to fragment during ionization. The typical solvent mixture for ESI-MS is water with a volatile
organic compound (very often acetonitrile or methanol), because ion formation requires
extensive solvent evaporation. Evaporation of the solvent results in the formation of charged
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droplets of increasingly reduced size. In the case of peptides, this technique may produce
multiply charged ions, extending the mass range to accommodate the kDa-MDa orders.

2.2 FURTHER ANALYTICAL METHODS
2.2.1 Circular dichroism
Circular dichroism spectroscopy is a widely-used method to gain low-resolution structural
information about proteins and peptides in solution. 148 In particular, it is frequently used to
147F

determine protein and peptide conformations and conformational changes, and it has been
employed to characterize the secondary structure of all peptides produced in this study.
Circularly-polarized light consists of an electric and a magnetic field, perpendicularly
oscillating. The electric field does not change its strength but only its direction, in a rotary
fashion, so that the tip of its vector describes a helix along the direction of propagation.
Circular dichroism (CD) results from the interaction of a chiral chromophore with circularly
polarized light and measures the difference between the absorption of left-handed circularly
polarized light (Lcp) versus right-handed circularly polarized (Rcp) light. The absence of a
difference yields an absence of CD signal, which is indicative of the absence of a regular
structure; any difference, positive or negative, results in variation of the absorption of the light
and a consequent positive or negative intensity signal in the CD spectrum. When circularly
polarized light hits an optically active compound in solution, for example a peptide with a
definite structure, various parameters will vary between the right and left polarized light: the
speed of polarization, their wavelength and the extent to which they are absorbed.
Particularly, this last parameter is the main determinant that results in a CD signal, according
to the formula:

ΔA = AL - AR = εLCl - εRCl = ΔεCl
where the difference in the absorption of the left (L)- and right (R)-polarized light (ΔA) is
given by the difference between the decadic molar extinction coefficient of the solute for L
and R (respectively εL and εR), each one multiplied by the molar concentration of the analyte
(C) and by the optical path length (l). Therefore, according to the formula, ΔA = ΔεCl.
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w: projection
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v
describiing the ellippse. θ: degreee of opticall rotation.
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Figure 13. Charactteristic CD spectra of αα-helical (reed), β-sheet (blue) and rrandom coil (black)
conform
mations.

The CD
D spectra of a certain peeptide or prootein can bee deconvolu
uted as the ssum of the α-helix,
α
β-sheet and random
m coil contriibutions:
CDprootein = AXα-hhelix + BXβ-ssheet + CXranddom coil
where X representss the contrib
bution of eaach secondary structuree to the globbal spectrum
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A, B annd C are the data points correspondding to the ideal
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g
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environment of this conformation; the β-sheet conformation is represented by a single
minimum between 210 nm and 220 nm, and a positive peak of similar intensity between 190
nm and 200 nm. Many denatured proteins and peptides, oligopeptides and polypeptides
possess a CD spectrum typical of a random coil, with a single minimum near 195 nm and very
weak positive, broad bands between 220 nm and 230 nm. Such a CD profile means that their
building blocks are still bonded together but there is no well-defined hydrogen-bonding
network between them.
The interpretation of a CD spectrum is not always straight forward, although it is generally
easier for short model peptides. In nature, proteins are generally composed of more than one
type of secondary structure, and the corresponding CD profile is a proportional combination
of their contributions.

2.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy
Some of the peptides involved in this study have the tendency to form higher-order structures
which differ from amorphous aggregates, because they show regularity and consistency in the
interaction between their building blocks. To be able to observe these supramolecular
architectures, the light microscope does not offer appropriate resolution. Thus, in this work,
these peptides are analyzed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
Electrons possess dualistic particle-wave properties and can therefore be use as a radiation
source. This principle developed into the first prototype instrument called transmission
electron microscope. Electron microscopy is a technique which allows for the observation of
samples at high resolving power. Compared to more standard visible light, electron beams
possess up to a 100,000-fold shorter wavelength of a few picometers, offering high-definition
images as result of the interaction between the transmitted electrons and the sample. 149
148F

To acquire an image via TEM, a high-voltage electron beam (100 kV) is focused via
electromagnetic and electrostatic lenses and transmitted to the sample, which is pretreated
(negative staining or cryo-TEM) to be partially permeable to electrons. The structural
information carried by the electron beam are finally transmitted to an imaging system of the
microscope, where the images can be magnified via electromagnetic lenses, recorded and
developed onto TEM micrographs.
When an electron beam hits the sample, it can be elastically bounced without loss of energy
(if it hits the nucleus of an atom), or it can interact by striking an electron, and transfer some
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of its energy to the atom. In the first circumstance, the angle of the elastic bounce will be
dictated by the law of conservation of momentum; in the second case, the residual energy
transferred by the electron beam is instead random, and, when the beam reaches the imaging
system, possesses unknown energy and angle, which leads to noise.
TEM imaging uses the elastic scattering to generate transmission contrast. Obtaining the right
degree of contrast in TEM is not as straight forward as for the light microscope, since
electrons interact with matter in a different way compared to light. Moreover, the electronscattering of biological samples, deriving mostly from C, H, O and N, is weak; these samples
must, therefore, be coated with heavy metal ions to increase their contrast, since they have
higher weight and nucleus radius and can strongly scatter the electron beam.
The most established technique to create contrast in an organic specimen is negative
staining. 150 The method consists in imaging the sample using an optically opaque fluid and
149F

stain the background, rather than the sample. In this work, the most used negative stain was
phosphotungstic acid. It scatters the electrons very well and quickly absorbs to biological
samples. Practically speaking, to prepare a peptide sample with negative staining TEM few µL
of sample solution is added to a carbon support and allowed to absorb for a short time. The
droplet is consequently removed by touching it with the edge of a blotting paper and a droplet
of staining solution is pipetted on the carbon support containing the sample for few seconds.
The grid is allowed to air-dry and can subsequently be analyzed.
Despite being the indicated technique for the analysis of peptides and proteins, negative
staining TEM provides only information about the outer sample structure. To better study the
core of the peptide aggregates, any contrast reagent must be avoided. For this reason, cryotransmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) has been developed and it is now considered
the best method to allow the observation of specimens that have not been stained or fixed in
any way, showing them in their native environment. With this methodology, the sample is
immobilized by freezing (as suggested by the name “cryo”). This allows to restrain the
structural characteristics of the analyzed protein/peptide aggregate and to observe it in its
native-like conformation.
The freezing procedure must be quick and must allow for the electron beam to be absorbed.
The faster the freezing, the higher the chance that also the water will be instantly solidified as
a disordered, amorphous solid. This process is called vitrification. The poor ordering degree
of the water molecules in the sample makes it transparent for the electron beam and therefore
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available for TEM analysis. This means that the sole analyte responsible for the scattering of
the electron beam is the vitrified protein/peptide aggregate, since no stain is included. As a
consequence, the contrast is very low, due to the lack of heavy atoms. Nonetheless, cryo-TEM
remains a very efficient technology to study the architecture of proteins and peptide
aggregates at molecular resolution and in a native-like state.
The sample preparation for the cryo-TEM is more challenging than for the negative staining.
The specimen is generally frozen in liquid ethane or nitrogen and must be prepared on a thin
layer, to avoid further diminishing the contrast. Moreover, also the grid must be kept cold
throughout the analysis, to avoid melting and evaporation.
The results obtained by negative staining TEM and cryo-TEM on a biological sample can be
compared in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Comparison between negative staining TEM and cryo-TEM. A standard sample
preparation and an improved sample preparation using a cryotechnique. TEM micrographs
associated with the preparation techniques are compared (b,c,f). (b) Conventional TEM
images of a standard cyanobacterial cell sample (100 kV). (c) Conventional TEM images of a
standard cyanobacterial cell sample without staining (100 kV). (d) A sample preparation using
quick freezing. (e) A conventional TEM image for a vitrified cyanobacterial cell with deep
defocusing (300 kV). (f) An HDC-TEM image for a vitrified cyanobacterial cell (300 kV).
Adapted from Nagayama and Danev, with permission of The Royal Society publishing,
copyrigh 2008. 151
150F
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2.3 BIOLOGICAL METHODS AND THECHNIQUES
2.3.1 Flow cytometry
The interaction of some of the peptides employed in this thesis with cells has frequently been
analyzed by means of flow cytometry. This biophysical technology allows for the fast
measurement of multiple characteristics of individual cells as they flow in a fluid stream
through a beam of light. This feature makes flow cytometry a very powerful tool for detailed
analysis of complex cell populations in a short period of time.
Flow cytometry can be used to detect and analyze a particle’s relative size, relative granularity
or internal complexity, and relative fluorescence intensity. This last property is the most
relevant for our purpose: the study of the interaction of labeled peptide with cells. The results
are determined using an optical-to-electronic coupling system that records how the cell
scatters incident laser light and emits fluorescence. 152
15F

A flow cytometer is composed of three systems: the fluidic system, which transports the cells
to the laser beam for analysis; the optic system, which allows for laser illumination of the
sample, while filters direct the light signals towards the detectors; and the electronic system,
which converts light signals into electronic ones for data processing. When cells (or particles
between 0.2 µm and 150 µm) in solution pass through the light source, they scatter the light
and, if an appropriate wavelength is applied, can emit fluorescence. Scatter and fluorescence
signals are collected by means of a series of lenses and sent to appropriate detectors, which
produce electronic signals proportional to the optical ones. Cells in suspension are drawn into
a stream created by a surrounding sheath of isotonic fluid that creates laminar flow, allowing
them to pass individually through an interrogation point. Thus, data are collected for each
single cell/particle that passes though the light beam and the data sent to software for analysis.
The two main data sets to be analyzed derive from light scattering and fluorescence emission.
Light scattering occurs when the laser hits the cell and its extent is proportional to the cell’s
size and internal properties. In particular, forward-scattered light (FSC) is proportional to the
cell surface area, while side-scattered light (SSC) is a function of the granularity of the cell.
The combination of the information offered by FSC and SSC allows for cell type
differentiation when a heterogeneous population is analyzed.
Fluorescence emission occurs when the light absorbed by a fluorophore causes an electron to
be excited to a higher energy level; this electron then quickly decays to its ground state,
emitting the excess energy as a photon of light. Fluorescence is of particular utility to study
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Figure 15. Main coomponents and workinng principle of a flow cy
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In a twoo-parameterr dot plot, ass for exampple shown in
n Figure 16,, the fluoresscence and the
t light
scatterinng propertiees of the celll populationn are shown
n on the two
o axes, respeectively. A color
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Figure 16. Plotted flow cytom
metry data. A
A: one-parameter histogram showiing the FITC
C log
(fluoresscence meann) on the x-aaxis. B: threee-parameteer data plot,, showing flluorescencee on the
x-axis, llight scatterring intensitty on the y-aaxis and collor-coded cell count. A
Adapted from
m AbD
Serotec´s guide: Introduction to Flow Cyttometry, Ch
hapter 1: Priinciples of fflow cytomeetry.
e
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2.3.2 Coonfocal fluorescence microscopy
m
y
As expllained abovee, flow cyto
ometry offerrs the possib
bility to verrify, for exaample, whetther a
labeled peptide inteeracts with a chosen ceell type. Thee disadvantaage of this ttechnique iss that it
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does not differentiate between peptides that bind to the cell membrane and peptides that are
instead internalized within the cytosol.
To overcome this limitation, it is necessary to use an imaging technique that allows the
observation of cells in real time and the identification of the position of the peptides by
colocalization with the fluorescence signal. This type of analysis can be performed by means
of a confocal fluorescence microscopy.
Confocal microscopy is an imaging technique with increased optical resolution compared to
widefield microscopy. The difference is due to the presence of a spatial pinhole positioned at
the confocal plane of the lens, whose effect is to eliminate out-of-focus light and obtain a
three-dimensional reconstruction of the analyzed specimen. The pinhole ensures that only the
light produced by fluorescence very close to the focal plane will be detected, and improves
optical resolution by enabling the collection of a series of optical sections of thick specimens.
The light emitted by the laser (excitation source) passes through the pinhole opening at the
confocal plane and through another pinhole in front of the detector. After the excitation light
is reflected by a dichromatic mirror and scanned across the sample in a certain focal plane, the
fluorescence emitted by the sample passes back to the mirror and is focused at the detector
pinhole. Fluorescence occurring above and below the objective focal plane is not confocal
with the pinhole, and, therefore, only a very limited amount of it is detected by the
photomultiplier. Thus, the out-of-focus emitted fluorescence does not contribute to the
resulting image.
Besides much clearer images, a confocal microscope allows collection of optical sections in
transverse planes. Vertical sections of the z-plane result in layers of images of the specimen at
different distances from the optical axis and allows for a more detailed analysis of the intracellular distribution of the sample.

2.3.3 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is a biochemical and immunological
technique to detect and quantify the presence of an antigen, peptide, protein or antibody in a
sample mixture. During this study, ELISA has been employed to analyze the binding of
specific antibodies to a peptide epitope, displayed either monovalently or in a multivalent
fashion. The general procedure of the ELISA and its relevance for the investigations
conducted in this thesis is depicted below.
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In an ELISA, an antigen is fixed on a solid support (specifically or non-specifically) and a
detection antibody is applied to bind the antigen. This detection antibody can be covalently
linked to an enzyme, or can itself be detected by a secondary antibody that is linked to an
enzyme through bioconjugation. The enzyme catalyzes a reaction from a given substrate that
normally generates a detectable signal (most commonly a change in color or fluorescence
emission) that can be photometrically quantified. The intensity of the signal is proportional to
the amount of detection antibody bound to the antigen. Between each step, the solid support,
typically a 96-well polystyrene plate, is repeatedly washed to remove non-specifically bound
material. This makes the ELISA a powerful tool for measuring an antibody’s avidity to bind
its substrate.
The methods of immobilization and the detection of the antigen are the two main variables
within the different types of ELISAs. The immobilization of the antigen of interest can be
accomplished by direct absorption to the plate or by fixing on the plate a first antibody and
then adding the antigen to be captured by it. This is the main difference existing between
“standard” and “sandwich” ELISA. In the same fashion, the detection of the antigen can occur
directly, via an enzyme-conjugated primary antibody, or indirectly, via an enzyme-conjugated
secondary antibody which binds to the primary unlabeled antibody attached to the antigen.
These two ways of proceeding are respectively referred to as “direct” and “indirect”
ELISA. 154 Because multiple secondary antibodies can bind to each primary antibody, this
153F

approach allows multiple reporter molecules to localize to each antigen, thereby amplifying
the signal and increasing the sensitivity of antigen detection. For this reasons, the indirect
ELISA was preferred during the course of this research. A diagram of common ELISA
formats is illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Common ELISA formats. In the assay, the antigen of interest is immobilized by
direct adsorption to the assay plate (direct ELISA) or by first attaching a capture antibody to
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the plate surface (indirect ELISA). Adepted by life Technologies´s guide: Overview of
ELISA.
The most commonly used detection enzymes are horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and alkaline
phosphatase (AP). A large selection of substrates is available for both and the choice depends
on the required assay sensitivity and the instrumentation available for detection. Though not
as sensitive as fluorescent or chemiluminescent substrates, chromogenic ELISA substrates,
like the one selected for this work, allow direct visualization and enable kinetic studies to be
performed.

2.3.4 Microdot array
When working with protein-carbohydrate interactions, appropriate assays must be established
to detect and amplify the outcome, since they are generally based on weak, noncovalent
binding events. Inspired by the above described ELISA, a series of high-throughput methods
have been formulated to track and quantify the interactions and activities of proteins and
glycans. Among these techniques, the protein and glycan microarrays proved to be
particularly useful to analyze, on large scale, the binding of specific antibodies to
carbohydrates or proteins immobilized directly on the surface (glycan array) or via de novodesigned peptide scaffolds (protein array).
The first microarray was the DNA based; 155 from it, protein microarray has evolved starting
154F

from antibody microarrays 156 and nowadays they are frequently used in diagnostics,
15F

proteomics, antibody characterization and treatment development, together with glycan
microarrays. 157
156F

The main advantage of a microarray is the large number of samples and conditions that can be
tested simultaneously. Each one of the analytes is immobilized separately on the solid
support, and each selected condition (for example different concentration) can be repeated
even hundreds of times within the same experiment. The solid support on which the assay is
performed consists of a small slide (generally glass, but also beads or a nitrocellulose
membrane) on which a high number of analyte microdrops are spotted. The surface should
possess maximal binding properties while maintaining the structural properties of the analyte,
to guarantee the success of binding. To be able to host the analyte while preventing
denaturation and displaying minimal non-specific binding, the solid support must be pretreated with an immobilizing agent, such as amines, aldehydes or epoxies. The droplets are
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Peptidess show greaat pharmaceeutical potenntial for theerapeutics an
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m
challengges for a pepptide chemiist is to desiign moleculles characteerized by suufficient speecificity
towardss their targetts, suitable stability andd appropriaate formulation. In this study, this
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xploiting thhe peptide co
onformation
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ng partners; 2) the multtivalent
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Figure 19. The twoo main conccepts explorred in this th
hesis. Grey cylinders: ccoiled coil-b
based
ds. 1: tailoreed presentattion of ligan
nds to a rigiid, dimeric binding
b
scaffoldd; yellow cirrcles: ligand
partner (blue spherres). 2: multtivalent pressentation off ligands to specific anttibodies (blu
ue “Y”shaped structures).
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Targeted drug delivery is a method to deliver a beneficial molecule in a localized manner,
minimizing side effects and reducing fluctuation in circulating drug levels. The main
disadvantages connected to this technique are high costs and synthetic difficulties deriving
from the production of the scaffold and the conjugation of the cargo. This project offers a step
towards the resolution to these problems by evaluating the reliability of a dimeric coiled-coil
peptide to be used as precision tool for the rational presentation of carbohydrate ligands to the
asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR).
A dimeric coiled-coil peptide has been exploited as a molecular ruler to display galactose
ligands at different, well-defined distances between each other and via spacers of different
length. An accessible synthetic strategy has also been proposed. The target macromolecule,
the liver-expressed asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR), binds the terminal galactose of
glycoproteins and internalizes these via endocytosis for blood clearance purposes. Since
binding can only occur when the ligands are presented at the correct distance and with a
specific orientation, successful targeting of this receptor would represent a new approach to a
more accessible targeted drug-delivery system.

4.1 AN OVERVIEW OF ASGPR
ASGPR represents a rare example of an organ-specific receptor with high selectivity towards
its binding partner. 158 These characteristics make it an ideal target for the selective delivery of
157F

biologically-active molecules to the liver, where it is mainly expressed. 159, 160 It is estimated
158F
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that each human hepatocyte contains 100,000-500,000 such binding sites.
The ASGPR is a carbohydrate-binding protein which has the main physiological role of blood
clearance from D-galactose-terminating glycoproteins when sialic acid is removed from
complex N-linked oligosaccharides. However, the affinity of the receptor for D-Nacetylgalactosamine-terminating proteins and neoglycoproteins derivatized with this
monosaccharide is substantially higher than for those terminating in galactose. 161
160F

Beyond the preferential binding for these carbohydrate residues, binding to the ASGPR
depends strongly on the valency of the oligosaccharide; that is, mono-, bi-, tri-, and tetraantennary galactose-terminal oligosaccharides bind with higher affinities, with dissociation
constants of 10-3, 10-6, 5 x 10-9 and 10-9 M, respectively, suggesting a close arrangement of at
least three galactose binding sites. 162 Moreover, compounds within the same valency group
16F

exhibit a considerable range of affinities, suggesting that the inter-galactose distances are also
important determinants. The importance of the inter-ligand distance and their relative spatial
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orientattion suggestts that the reeceptor subuunits must be
b held togeether in a riggid configurration to
producee a complem
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s
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type andd orientationn of the carbohydrate, the lack of the complette receptor ccrystal struccture
represennts a major obstacle in the use of tthe ASGPR
R in the deliv
very of druggs/genes to the
liver.
Using G
Gal and GlcN
NAc-conjug
gated polym
mers, Lee ett al. established an ASG
GPR ligand-based
model, w
which is considered to be the mosst reliable on
ne to date. 1665 Khorev eet al. also give a
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particularly clear adaptation off it.
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This model and its adaptation can be fo
found in Fig
gure 20.

n a triantennnary glycan for the
Figure 20. Optimaal spatial arrrangement oof galactosee residues in
interactiion with thee ASGPR. On
O the left: Lee´s origin
nal model. On
O the right
ht: Khorev´ss
adaptatiion (red sphhere represent the consttruct; green spheres aree galactose m
moieties (G
Gal)).
Accordiing to Lee´ss model, thee ideal canddidate for tarrgeting the ASGPR
A
dissplays three binding
partnerss arranged inn a pyramid
d branchingg from a com
mmon point and delimiiting a scaleene
triangullar base. The model waas constructeed based on
n a number of
o di- and trri-valent
glycopeeptides withh terminal gaalactose ressidues. 167, 1668 The structture with thhe highest ASGPR
A
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affinity was the onee allowing a maximal iinter-sugar separation of
o ≈ 25 Å. G
Greater distances
do not improve binnding.
R activity requires Ca2+ ions (optim
mal concentrration: 0.1-2
2 mM), 169 aand it is therrefore
ASGPR
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classifieed as a C-tyype lectin. The
T residuess responsible for the intteraction wiith the Ca2+ ions are
the sam
me ones that coordinate binding to tthe hydroxy
yl groups off the sacchar
aride. 170 Following
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binding, the glycopprotein is internalized vvia endocyto
osis and directed to thee lysosome for
degradaation. So-callled “recyclling receptoors”, like AS
SGPR, usuaally carry thheir ligands only to
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the endosomes, where an acid-induced conformational change causes dissociation of the
complex; the released ligands are degraded, while the receptors are sorted into recycling
vesicles that bring them back to the plasma membrane for reuse. 171 These receptors have the
170F

characteristics of efficient high-turnover uptake systems.

4.2 GLYCOPEPTIDE LIBRARY DESIGN AND NOMENCLATURE
To optimize the fit between the presented galactose moieties and the ASGPR target, the
coiled-coil scaffold must be able to carry one or more ligands with specific orientation and
optimal spatial distribution. The coiled-coil peptide was chosen as scaffold since it offers the
possibility of positioning the carbohydrates at specific distances along the helical axis. The
folding principles of the coiled coil allowed us to create a glycopeptide library to verify
efficiency and specificity of this motif in delivering carbohydrate ligands to a structurally
rigid receptor. The components of the glycopeptide library vary in the number of displayed
galactose moieties, their position on the peptide sequence and the space between the peptide
backbone and the carbohydrate.
The parent coiled coil selected as scaffold was the 26-amino acid peptide of sequence H2N–
LESKLKELESKLKELESKLKELESKL-OH, here named CCP. This peptide was previously
designed in the group of Prof. Koksch and was described in a report by Falenski et al.102 CCP
allows for the exclusive formation of coiled-coil dimers under physiological conditions and it
can be extensively modified in solvent-exposed positions without altering its oligomerization
state. Its sequence is composed of three and a half heptad repeats and contains four amino
acids in the f position and a total of six amino acids in the b and c positions of the helical
wheel. Modifications at these locations produce negligible structural variations, since these
amino acids do not take an active part in folding. Thus, ten potential positions are available
for the conjugation of ligands.
The structural simplicity and regularity of CCP (and of coiled coils in general) allow for the
placement of each amino acid and conjugated ligand at predefined distances. For instance,
two complete helical turns, required to allocate the seven residues of the coiled-coil heptad
repeat, have a length of 10.8 Å (based on modeling studies). From this value, it is simple to
calculate the distances between any two amino acid residues on the helix, considering that
each one advances the helix by 1.5 Å along the main axis. 172 Such structural consistency
17F

translates into the possibility of a tailored delivery of ligands at pre-defined positions. The
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distancees between the
t α-carbons, togetherr with the seequence and
d a simplifieed cartoon of
o CCP,
can be ffound in Figgure 21.

Figure 21. The coiiled-coil pep
ptide CCP. A
A: The position of each residue coomposing th
he
heptad rrepeats of CCP
C within the helix. B
B: Distancess between th
he most solvvent-exposeed
amino aacids of the first heptad
d repeat (f3) and the oth
her solvent-eexposed ressidues of thee
heptad. C: Sequencce, denomin
nation withinn the heptad
ds and num
mber relativee to the posiition in
the sequuence.
To be abble to coverr the longest possible ddistance with
hin CCP maain axis, wee decided to
o
construcct a glycopeeptide librarry bearing uup to three galactose
g
moieties (seee sequence details
d
below). To offer vaariety in thee inter-galacctose separaation as welll, we chose to place thee
y close to eaach other, with
w a minim
mum of ≈ 111 Å, or as faar apart
carbohyydrates eitheer relatively
as possiible, at ≈ 333 Å. The gly
ycopeptides bearing one galactose moiety only
ly present it via
conjugaation of the sugar on po
osition 3 of tthe sequencce. When tw
wo galactosee moieties are
a
displayeed, they are places either on positiions 3 and 10
1 or on possition 3 and 24. Glycop
peptides
with thrree galactose ligands caarry them inn a short disstance comb
bination, onn positions 3,
3 10 and
17, or inn a long disttance comb
bination, on positions 3, 13 and 24. The distannces betweeen the
sugar m
moieties on the
t scaffold CCP (base d on modelling studies)) are summaarized in Taable 3.

P sequence cchosen to bear the galaactose moietties and relaative
Table 33. Positions on the CCP
distancees.
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All sugaar-bearing positions,
p
ex
xcept positioon 13, repreesent positio
on f of the hhelical wheeel, since
it is welll known to be the most-solvent exxposed and the least inv
volved in foolding. The
modificcation on poosition 13 occcurs at the b position of
o the helicaal wheel, allso solvent exposed,
e
chosen tto enable pllacement off three carboohydrate lig
gands equidistantly. Thhis means th
hat the
ligand aat this positiion is presen
nted with a shift of ≈ 1.5 Å compaared to the oothers. If wee
acknow
wledge the fllexibility giv
ven by the aamino acid side chain and
a the spaccer, this diffference
can be cconsidered negligible.
n
Not onlyy the distannce between
n carbohydraate binding sites must be
b taken intto account, but
b also
the deptth of the binnding pockeets of the recceptor. For this reason,, it is necesssary to vary
y also
the distaance betweeen peptide backbone
b
annd presented
d ligand. We
W chose to iinclude spaccers of
three different lenggths, by conjjugating thee galactose moieties dirrectly on thhe amino aciid side
chain (00), via an 188 Å spacer (S)
( or via a 30 Å spacerr (L). To gu
uarantee a suufficient nu
umber of
negativee controls, we
w included
d into the libbrary five peptides decorated withh up to threee glucose
moietiess directly onn the backbone. Glucosse is a non-relevant sug
gar for our rreceptor of interest,
and anyy uptake of these
t
glycop
peptides byy the hepatoccytes would
d not be AS GPR-mediaated.
Figure 222 depicts thhe full 20-m
member glyccopeptide liibrary deriv
ved from thee combination of
numberr of sugars displayed,
d
distance amoong the galaactose moieties and lenngth of the spacer
s
bone.
throughh which theyy are coupleed on the peeptide backb

Figure 22. Peptidee (gray cylin
nders) librarry variants with
w up to th
hree galactoose (yellow circles)
or glucoose (blue cirrcles) moietties. Column
mns: position
n of the sugaars on the ppeptide; row
ws:
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length oof the spacer connecting peptide baackbone and carbohydrrates. The rrepresentatio
on is a
simplifiication of thhe structure:: in fact, thee ligands aree presented from both hhelices.

The glyycopeptides of the librarry are nameed according
g to the type and numbber of sugar
moietiess displayed (Gal or Glcc), length off the spacerr (0, S or L) and positioon along thee helical
axis (3, 3/10, 3/24, 3/10/17 or 3/13/24). M
Moreover, fo
or synthetic purposes, tthe CCP seq
quence
has beenn in some cases modifiied, replacinng serine wiith lysine on
n the ligandd-bearing po
ositions
with shoort or long spacer.
s
The reasons andd justifications for this choice willl be examin
ned in
section 4.3. Nomennclature, seq
quence and description
n of the glyccopeptide libbrary are reported
p
off a fluorophore (Cy5) at
a the N-term
minal of eacch
in Tablee 4. Notewoorthy is the presence
peptide.. The dye haas been cou
upled to be aable to analy
yze the inteeraction of th
the library
componnents with hepatocytes.
h

Table 44. Peptide libbrary nomeenclature inccluding sequ
uence and description.
d
The amino
o acid
residuess in bold inddicate the po
ositions beaaring the lig
gands.
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4.3 GYC
COPEPTID
DE SYNTH
HETIC STR
RATEGY
To reduuce syntheticc costs and complexityy in the prod
duction of th
he glycopepptide library
y, a new
accessibble syntheticc strategy was
w developped in the co
ontext of thiis thesis: thee synthesis of the
glycopeeptide librarry was carrieed out comppletely on solid
s
phase. We namedd this strateg
gy “allon-solidd-phase (AO
OSP)” synth
hesis. Apartt from this common
c
feaature, differeent synthetiic
approacches were em
mployed according to tthe distancee between backbone annd monosacccharide,
as schem
matized in the
t figures below
b
(moddifications are
a shown on
nly on one oof the two helices
h
of the ddimer).
In the caase of the peptides
p
with
hout spacerr (Figure 23), Fmoc-Serr-(O-beta-D
D-galactose-pentaacetate)-OH (Fmoc-Ser-G
(
Gal(Ac)) orr Fmoc-Ser--(O-beta-D--glucose-penntaacetate)--OH
(Fmoc-S
Ser-Glc(Ac)) was synth
hesized prioor to SPPS and
a introduced at seleccted position
ns
during S
SPPS. The chosen
c
dye,, Cy5, was ccoupled on the N-termiinus as the llast synthetic step,
and the acetyl proteecting group
ps of the suugars were removed
r
after peptide ccleavage fro
om the
resin:

Figure 23: Synthessis of glycop
peptides wiith no spaceer. Gray circcles: resin fo
for SPPS; grray
cylinderrs: peptides; yellow cirrcles: galacttose/galacto
ose-derivativ
ves; blue staar: Cy5.
When thhe short linkker was required (Figur
ure 24), we replaced
r
serrine with N--methyltrity
yl (Mtt)protecedd lysine on those positiions selecteed to carry th
he carbohyd
drate ligandd. The Mtt
protecting group is removed under
u
mild aacidic condiitions that en
nsure that thhe peptide remains
r
anchoreed to the ressin and all other amino acids remaiin protected
d. The side cchain of theese
lysine reesidues wass used to couple 1-Amiido-1-deoxy
y-β-Galactose by meanns of glutaricc
anhydride. Cy5 waas coupled as
a above:

Figure 24: Synthessis of glycop
peptides wiith short spaacer. Grey circles:
c
resinn for SPPS; gray
cylinderrs: peptides; yellow cirrcles: galacttose/galacto
ose-derivativ
ves; blue staar: Cy5; yelllow
star: acttivation sitee.
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In the caase of peptiides with the longer spaacer (Figuree 25), the firrst step wass the compleetion of
peptide synthesis with
w Mtt-pro
otected lysinne, for the further
f
coup
pling of the sugar moietties, and
n this instannce, Fmoc-aamino-(PEG
G)2-acid wass introduced
d on
with Cyy5 at the N-tterminus. In
selectedd lysine resiidues to gain
n a longer sspacer. After Fmoc rem
moval, the fuunctionality
y was
switched from –NH
H2 to –COO
OH via glutaaric anhydride. The acid
d was then aactivated on
n resin
and amiinobutoxy-ggalactose was coupled on solid phase:

Figure 25: Synthessis of glycop
peptides wiith long spaacer. Gray ciircles: resinn for SPPS; gray
cylinderrs: peptides; yellow cirrcles: galacttose/galacto
ose-derivativ
ves; blue staar: Cy5; yelllow
star: acttivation sitee.
Below ((Figure 26) the complete structuree of the spaccers is reporrted.

Figure 26. Chemiccal composition and strructure of th
he spacers. A:
A Galactossylated serin
ne; B:
18 Å sppacer; C: 30 Å spacer.
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4.4 GLY
YCOPEPT
TIDE LIBR
RARY STR
RUCTURAL
L CHARACTERIZA
ATION
In the sttudy by Falenski et al.,, CCP was sshown to bee structurally stable andd consistentt, even
when looaded with up
u to six galactose moiieties on thee peptide sid
de chains. Inn the curren
nt study,
the strucctural consiistency amo
ong all compponents of the
t library must
m be inveestigated, siince
new varriables havee now been included (sppacers, typee and positio
on of the suugars, primaary
sequencce). Our inteerpretation of
o the pepti de scaffold´s reliability
y in deliveriing ligands is
strictly connected to
t the structtural consisttency: only if all the members of th
the library prove
p
to
be α-hellices and shhow comparrable degreees of ellipticcity can we assume thee above distrribution
of the liigands on thhe scaffold.
The glyycopeptide secondary
s
sttructures weere thereforre analyzed by means oof CD spectrroscopy
and com
mpared withh the parentaal CCP to ddetermine ch
hanges in co
onformationn. Figure 27
7 reports
the CD spectra of the
t glycopep
ptide libraryy divided acccording to number andd position of
o the
moieties.
sugar m
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Figure 27. Glycopeptide libraary CD specctra. A: Pareental peptidee CCP; B: C
Controls and
d
g
co
oupled at poosition 3; C:
C Controls and
a peptidees with two
peptidess with one galactose,
galactosses, coupledd to position
n 3 and 10; D: controls and peptides with twoo galactose
moietiess, coupled to
t position 3 and 24; E:: Controls and
a peptidess with three galactose moieties,
m
coupledd to positionns 3, 10 and 17; F: Conntrols and peeptides with
h three galacctose moietiies,
coupledd to positionns 3, 13 and 24. CD speectra of diffferent peptid
des are repre
resented acccording
to the foollowing coolor code. Orange: CCP
P; red: Glc-ffunctionalizzed peptidess; blue: Gal-functionnalized pepttides, no spaacer; green:: Gal-functiionalized peeptides, shorrt spacer; pu
urple:
Gal-funnctionalized peptides, lo
ong spacer.

The CD
D spectrum of
o CCP is sh
hown in pannel A of Fig
gure 27. Tw
wo minima aat 208 nm an
nd 222
nm, resppectively, and
a a maxim
mum at 195 nm are cleaarly distingu
uishable. Thhe waveleng
gths
correspoonding to thhe signals an
nd the relatiive intensitiies are attrib
butable to thhe typical CD
C
spectrum
m of an α-hhelical peptid
de (see secttion 2.2.1).
Panels B to F comppare the secondary struucture of thee library com
mponents w
with the CCP
P parent.
All pepttides, includding the Glcc-functionallized contro
ols, show the typical CD
D profile off an αhelical ssecondary structure,
s
wiith a degreee of ellipticiity comparable to CCP.. This mean
ns that,
under thhe tested conditions, the introduce d modificattions have negligible
n
im
mpact on the ability
of CCP to maintainn the folding
g dictated bby its sequen
nce. Furtherrmore, the aaddition of ligands
l
close too the N or C-terminus, where
w
one m
might expecct the highesst helix frayying, 173 does not
172F

reveal a destabilizinng influence on the coiiled-coil strructure, wheen comparedd to the pareental
CCP. Thhus, we cann assume thaat it is possiible to achieeve a tailoreed-presentattion of ligan
nds via
this coilled-coil scaffold, and th
hat the distaances betweeen the displayed sugarr moieties can be
predicteed as describbed above.
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4.5 ANA
ALYSIS OF
O HEPATO
OCYTE-M
MEDIATED
D UPTAKE
E
The inteeraction of the
t glycopeptide libraryy with the ASGPR
A
wass screened bby means off flow
cytomettry using HeepG2 hepatic cells. HeppG2 cells derive
d
from a human heepatocellulaar
carcinom
ma cell linee. Due to theeir robust m
morphologiccal and functional differrentiation, they
t
are
a suitabble model foor studying intracellular
i
r trafficking
g. Glycopep
ptides bearinng the fluorrescent
dye Cy55 were incubbated with the
t hepatoccytes for cerrtain amoun
nts of time aat different
concenttrations. Aftter flow cytometry, thee outcome of the investigation is a percentage of cells
within tthe population that, hav
ving interactted with thee glycopeptiides, now bbear the fluo
orophore
and emiit a certain fluorescenc
f
e signal. Thhis allows us to identify
y the peptiddes that
preferenntially interaact with thee HepG2 byy comparing
g the relativee percentagee of fluoresscent
cells and by using as
a specific controls
c
thee Glc-conjug
gated peptid
des.
The dennsity plots inn Figure 28 report the rresults of th
he library sccreening.

Figure 28. ASGPR
R-mediated uptake of thhe glycopep
ptide library
y at a peptidde concentraation of
0.01 µM. Each plott is relative to
t the uptakke of one sin
ngle peptidee and depictts the perceentage of
Cy5-fluuorescent ceells on the y-axis and thhe light scatttering on th
he x-axis. Thhe colors in
ndicate
the num
mber of cellss (warm color: high celll density; cold color: lo
ow cell dennsity).
Normalizing the reesults obtain
ned from thee library scrreening to th
he average uuptake of th
he best
binder, the histograam shown in
n Figure 299 was obtain
ned:
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Figure 29. Normalized percentage of uptake of the glycopeptide library by HepG2 cells.
Values were determined between each conjugate and the respective Glc-functionalized
control peptide using the unpaired Student’s t test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01).
It appears evident that it is possible to identify two best binders for ASGPR-mediated uptake:
2Gal-S 3/10 and 3Gal-S 3/10/17. Both peptides present the galactose moieties at ≈ 12 Å from
each other and contain the 18 Å (S) spacer. Slightly higher cell uptake compared to the
respective glucose-conjugated controls was also detected for peptides 1Gal-0 3, 2Gal-0 3/10
and 3Gal-0 3/10/17. In all these cases, the sugars are coupled directly to the peptide backbone
and both 2Gal-0 3/10 and 3Gal-0 3/10/17 glycopeptides present the galactose moieties at ≈ 12
Å from each other, as in the case of the best binders. By contrast, the peptides with galactose
moieties coupled to the amino acids on positions 3/13 and 3/13/24, with or without spacer,
exhibit uptake similar to the respective glucose-conjugate controls, and thus do not
specifically bind to ASGPR on HepG2 cells. Furthermore, all galactose-functionalized
peptides carrying the 30 Å (L) spacer exhibit the lowest cellular uptake. Negligible cell uptake
was also observed for the monovalent galactose-conjugates.
Analyzing these results in light of the ligand-based ASGPR model published by Lee, a few
additional observations can be made:
1. The two best binders are very similar, the only difference lying in the number of
presented galactose moieties. Nevertheless, the addition of a third ligand does not improve
uptake by the hepatocytes. An explanation to this behavior could be that, due to their intrinsic
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geometrry, both pepptides targett only two oof the three carbohydraate binding ppockets of the
t
ASGPR
R. Details caan be found in Figures 30 and 31.

Figure 30. Model of
o the interaaction betweeen 2Gal-S 3/10 with the
t binding pockets of the
ASGPR
R. Pyramid: reproductio
on of Lee´s model of th
he ASGPR binding
b
pocckets; black line:
peptide backbone; red circles: positions oon the peptid
de bearing the
t modificaations; red line:
l
S
spacer ((18 Å); yelloow circle: galactose.
g
The glyycopeptide 2Gal-S
2
3/10
0 can simultaaneously in
nteract with two pocketts situated on
o the
shorter side of the triangular
t
base
b
(first annd second im
mages withiin Figure 300). The two binding
sites on the longestt side of the triangle can
annot be reached even considering
c
the flexibillity
offered by the spaccer (image on
o the right within Figu
ure 30).

o the interaaction betweeen 3Gal-S 3/10/17 with the bindiing pockets of the
Figure 31. Model of
ASGPR
R. Pyramid: reproductio
on of Lee´s model of th
he ASGPR binding
b
pocckets; black line:
peptide backbone; red circles: positions oon the peptid
de bearing the
t modificaations; red line:
l
S
spacer ((18 Å); yelloow circle: galactose.
g
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Despite presenting three galactose moieties, only two of the ligands are optimally presented
for interaction with the ASGPR. The shortest side of the triangular base can potentially be
reached by both galactose at positions 3/10 and at positions 10/17 (two images on the left
within figure 31). Due to the flexibility of the spacer, the binding pockets along the second
shortest side of the triangular bases may also be reached by the sugars at positions 3/10, but
likely not by those on positions 10/17 (middle image in Figure 31). Moreover, it is important
to note that the galactose moieties at positions 3 and 17 are likely able to reach the binding
pockets located along the longest side of the triangular base.
Despite being able to only interact with two of the here depicted binding pockets, the peptides
2Gal-S 3/10 and 2Gal-S 3/10/17 offer three possible combinations that could be used for
recognition by ASGPR.
2. The glycopeptide bearing two ligands at positions 3/24, ≈ 31.5 Å from each other,
presents them too far apart to favor interaction with ASGPR, irrespective of the presence or
length of the spacer. A better fit can be visualized only with the longest side of the triangular
base according to which the carbohydrate-binding domains are distributed. Furthermore,
ligands presented too far apart can promote cross-interaction with more than one receptor
simultaneously, and this might facilitate dissociation, because the rebinding phenomenon that
stimulate ligand uptake would be less likely to occur.
3. The glycopeptide 3Gal-S 3/13/24 displays galactose moieties at ≈ 19 Å and ≈ 16 Å
from each other, respectively. The sugars on positions 3 and 13 are probably able to interact
with the second shortest side of the triangle, while galactose moieties on positions 13 and 24
could better fit the binding pocket on the shortest side. If this were true, the same preferential
binding by ASGPR as for peptides 2Gal-0 3/10 and 3Gal-0 3/10/17 would be expected. Since
this is not the case, it must be assumed that the role played by the receptor surface density and
clustering and the consequent likelihood of cross-linkage offered by the carbohydrates on
positions 3 and 24 have a significant impact on the dissociation constant, as for the peptide
2Gal-S 3/24.
4. No peptides presenting the ligand with the L spacer (30 Å) show preferential uptake
when incubated with HepG2. This is likely due to the negative entropic contribution arising
from the long, flexible spacer, which may disfavor ligand binding. 174
173F
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5. T
The negligible non-speecific bindinng of the glu
ucose-conju
ugated peptiides, defined as
binding of the ligannd to non-reeceptor dom
mains, is exp
pected to tak
ke place whhenever the receptor
ge of ligandd concentrattions used. 175
is not saaturable witthin the rang
174F

To strenngthen our results,
r
we repeated
r
thee flow cytom
metry experriments usinng higher peeptide
concenttrations. Forr the tested concentratioons, 2Gal-S
S 3/10 and 3Gal-S
3
3/100/17 were th
he
glycopeeptides for which
w
the HepG2
H
cells showed preeferential biinding, as reeported in Fiigure 32.

Figure 32. Normallized percen
ntage of upttake by Hep
pG2 cells off the glycopeeptides bearring
galactosse moieties via the shorrt spacer. Thhe histogram
m reports th
he results reelative to fou
ur
peptide concentratiions, after tw
wo hours off incubation
n with HepG
G2 cells.
As depiicted in Figuure 32, the employmen
e
nt of higher peptide con
ncentrationss increases the
t
ween our beest peptide
chance of nonspeciific binding, and the diffference in uptake betw
ntrols becom
me less pron
nounced, altthough theyy are still
candidaates and the relative con
significaant. This occcurs becausse nonspeciific binding is generally
y proportionnal to the
concenttration of thhe ligand and
d increases until recepttor saturatio
on. In most ccases, the bulk
b
of
nonspeccific bindingg representss some sort of interaction of the lig
gand with m
membranes. The
molecullar details are
a unclear, but nonspeccific binding mostly deepends on thhe charge an
nd
hydrophhobicity of the
t ligand.
Notewoorthy is the fact
f that, ev
ven at the hiigher concen
ntration of 0.025
0
µM, thhe uptake of
o the
peptidess carrying thhe galactosee moieties tthrough the long linker is always rrelatively lo
ow. This
suggestss that the prresence of th
he 30 Ǻ-lonng PEG-bassed linker allso limits thhe binding with
w
other reegion of ASG
GPR and with
w the cell membrane. The reason
n for this beehavior coulld lie in
t the carboohydrates.
the highh degree of freedom of movement offered by the spacer to
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4.6 INH
HIBITION STUDIES OF ASGPR
R-MEDIATED ENDO
OCYTOSIIS
As prevviously menntioned, the ASGPR is tthe most ab
bundant receeptor presennt on the surrface of
hepatoccytes. This evidence,
e
to
ogether withh the results obtained viia flow cytoometry uptaake
studies bby HepG2, suggests th
hat the most successful glycopeptid
de binders oof our coiled
d-coil
library aare taken upp by the ASGPR. Neveertheless, to confirm thaat the uptakke of the pep
ptides
2Gal-S 3/10 and 3G
Gal-S 3/10/17 by HepG
G2 cells is in
ndeed ASGPR-mediateed, binding studies
in the prresence of a receptor-specific inhiibitor must be
b conducteed.
ASGPR
R-mediated endocytosis
e
s was inhibiited by pre-ttreating the cells with G
GalNAc-BS
SA 176 or
175F

cytochaalasin D. 177 GalNAc-BS
SA is produuced by coupling GalNA
Ac to bovinne serum alb
bumin
176F

(BSA) aat multiple sites
s
along its
i sequencee. GalNAc, the preferreed ligand foor the ASGP
PR, is
thereforre multivaleently presen
nted to the reeceptor and
d, at high con
ncentrationns, saturates it. The
binding of any otheer ligand wo
ould be thenn strongly reeduced.
Cytochaalasin D is an
a alkaloid produced byy molds and
d is a potent inhibitor oof actin
polymerrization. Thhe actin cyto
oskeleton iss required fo
or receptor-m
mediated enndocytosis in
i
mammaalian cells. Thus,
T
inhibiition of actinn polymerizzation woulld block thee action of th
he
ASGPR
R and other hepatic
h
mem
mbrane receeptors. As a consequen
nce, glycopeeptides coulld not
efficienntly interact with it. Thu
us, we preinncubated HeepG2 cells with
w a 100-ffold excess of
GalNAcc-BSA and cytochalasin D (10 µM ) before ad
dding our gly
ycopeptidess (0.01 µM) and
carried out flow cyytometry exp
periments w
with the two
o best binderrs and the reespective co
ontrols.
If the upptake of 2G
Gal-S 3/10 an
nd 3Gal-S 33/10/17 is in
ndeed ASGP
PR-mediateed, we shou
uld
observee binding inhhibition hig
gher than thee one attribu
uted to 2Glcc-0 3/10 andd 3Glc-0 3//10/17.
The resuults of this study
s
are su
ummarized iin Figure 33
3.

Figure 33. Inhibition of ASGP
PR-mediateed endocyto
osis with GaalNAc-BSA
A (A) and
cytochaalasin D (B) on selected
d glycopeptiides. Pattern
ned column
ns: 2Gal-S 33/10 and 3G
Gal-S
3/10/17; solid colum
mns: 2Glc-0 3/10 and 33Glc-0 3/10
0/17. Values are presennted as percentage
of inhibbition, defined as the reduction of cconjugate uptake
u
by cy
ytochalasin D
D- or BSA--treated
cells divvided by upptake by untreated cellss.
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The uptake of the glycopeptides 2Gal-S 3/10 and 3Gal-S 3/10/17 undergoes a reduction of
almost 70% when HepG2 cells are pre-treated with GalNAc-BSA. Inhibition relative to the
control peptides 2Glc-0 3/10 and 3Glc-0 3/10/17 under the same conditions is instead
marginal (≈ 15% and 28%, respectively). These results strongly suggest that the uptake of the
two glycopeptides 2Gal-S 3/10 and 3Gal-S 3/10/17 is ASGPR-mediated.
If it could be argued that the presence of the carrier molecule BSA in this assay might
influence the recognition of the binding partners by the ASGPR, the confirmation of the result
comes from the inhibition assays performed with cytochalasin D. Also in this case preincubation with the inhibitor leads to a greater decreased uptake of the Gal-functionalized
peptides compared to their Glc-functionalized counterparts.

4.7 ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNALIZATION OF SELECTED GLYCOPEPTIDES
WITHIN HepG2 CELLS
Flow cytometry enables quantitative determination of the interaction between the
glycopeptide library and the hepatocytes. This measurement is relative to the cells that show
fluorescence due to binding to the library members, but does not distinguish between peptides
bound to the cell membrane and peptides that have actually been internalized within the cell.
If the binding is ASGPR-mediated and the receptor does not undergo modifications that could
interfere with its activity, the ASGPR should be able to internalize the bound glycopeptides
by endocytosis and the fluorescently labelled peptides should be visible inside the cell.
Therefore, to visualize and confirm the results obtained via flow cytometry experiments,
HepG2 cells were incubated with the two best coiled-coil binders (2Gal-S 3/10 and 3Gal-S
3/10/17), with their respective controls (2Glc-0 3/10 and 3Glc-0 3/10/17) and with the
glycopeptides showing lowest binding affinity (2Gal-L 3/10 and 3Gal-L 3/10/17). The cells
were then observed under the fluorescence microscope (FL), to validate the presence of Cy5labelled peptides inside cells. Nuclei and cell membrane were stained with dyes with emission
properties different from Cy5 to facilitate recognition of subcellular components. In
particular, red fluorescence associated with Cy5 represents peptide distribution, blue
fluorescence (DAPI) associates with HepG2 nuclei and green fluorescence indicates emission
from the Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated secondary antibody (Ab) against an anti-ATPase
primary Ab, present in the cell membrane and cytoplasm. In the figures below, the three
fluorescence signals where examined individually (first three panels) and merged (fourth
panel). The FL images were acquired at different peptide concentrations and after different
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incubatiion times with
w HepG2 cells. Somee representaative imagess are shownn in Figures 34-35,
for the gglycopeptiddes bearing two
t carbohyydrate moieeties, and Fiigures 36-377, for the
glycopeeptides withh three carbo
ohydrate mooieties.

Figure 34. Fluoresscence micro
oscopy imaages of HepG
G2 cells after incubatioon with Cy5
5labeled A: 2Gal-S 3/10;
3
B: 2G
Glc-0 3/10; C
C: 2Gal-L 3/10.
3
Images were takenn after 2 ho
ours
incubatiion, at a pepptide concen
ntration of 00.1 µM.

Figure 35. Fluoresscence micro
oscopy imaages of HepG
G2 cells after incubatioon with Cy5
53
B: 2G
Glc-0 3/10; C
C: 2Gal-L 3/10.
3
Images were takenn after 30 minutes
m
labeled A: 2Gal-S 3/10;
incubatiion, at a pepptide concen
ntration of 00.4 µM.
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Figure 36. Fluoresscence micro
oscopy imaages of HepG
G2 cells after incubatioon with Cy5
5labeled A: 3Gal-S 3/10/17;
3
B: 3Glc-0 3/1 0/17; C: 3G
Gal-L 3/10/1
17. Images w
were taken after 2
hours inncubation, at
a a peptide concentrati on of 0.1 µM.

Figure 37. Fluoresscence micro
oscopy imaages of HepG
G2 cells after incubatioon with Cy5
5labeled A: 3Gal-S 3/10/17;
3
B: 3Glc-0 3/1 0/17; C: 3G
Gal-L 3/10/1
17. Images w
were taken after 30
minutess incubationn, at a peptid
de concentraation of 0.4
4 µM.
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The Cy5-labeled glycopeptides 2Gal-S 3/10 and 3Gal-S 3/10/17 (panels A in figures 34-37)
are clearly located inside the hepatocytes. At both peptide concentrations and incubation time
of 30 minutes and 2 hours, the distribution of red fluorescence, which appears as small dots,
suggests that the peptides are likely found within endocytosis vesicles. Moreover, the vesicles
appear to be spread throughout the cytosol, sparing the nuclei, as expected for endocytic
uptake.
Qualitatively, it appears that under the selected conditions endocytosis of the peptides 2Gal-S
3/10 and 3Gal-S 3/10/17 is more efficient than the respective Glc-controls 2Glc-0 3/10 and
3Glc-0 3/10/17 (panel B in Figures 34-37). Peptides presenting two galactose moieties
attached to the long spacer, 2Gal-L 3/10 and 3Gal-L 3/10/17, show negligible internalization,
at a level similar to the glucose controls, in accordance with the flow cytometry experiments
(section 4.5).
The FM observations confirm and reinforce the results obtained by means of flow cytometry:
among the distances and spacers selected to build this glycopeptide library, members bearing
galactose moieties at an average of ≈ 12 Å via a 18 Å spacers are the most suitable coiled-coil
carriers for targeting the ASGPR.

4.8 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK I
The work described here was published within the framework of this thesis as an original
research article entitled “Tailored Presentation of Ligands on Coiled Coil-Based
Glycopeptides for Asialoglycoprotein receptor Targeting”, 178 and it is a systematic study of
17F

the reliability of the coiled-coil motif in functioning as a scaffold for the well-defined
presentation of ligands to biological macromolecules.
For this purpose, a 26-amino acid dimeric coiled-coil peptide was chosen as carrier molecule
for the display of galactose moieties to the mammalian asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR).
The ASGPR is a carbohydrate-binding protein almost exclusively found on the cell membrane
of hepatocytes and it exclusively binds galactose- and N-acetylgalactosamine-terminating
proteins for blood clearance purpose; it internalizes them via endocytosis and delivers them to
the lysosome before being recycled to the cell surface.
To target this receptor, we designed and synthesized a 20-member coiled-coil glycopeptide
library in order to identify the ideal fit for the ASGPR. The members of the library differed in
the number, position and distance of the galactose moieties from the peptide backbone. We
conjugated one, two or three galactose moieties in three regimes: 1) direct coupling to the
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peptide backbone; 2) coupling via an 18 Å linker; or 3) coupling via a 30 Å linker.
Furthermore, the carbohydrate moieties were placed at shorter or longer intervals along the
scaffold backbone.
HepG2 hepatocytes were incubated with each library member, including glucose-conjugated
negative controls. By means of flow cytometry, we identified the best binders that optimally
present the galactose ligands, and they are in agreement with models from earlier literature
reports regarding both sugar position and spacer length.
To confirm that the binding was indeed ASGPR-mediated, we inhibited the endocytic
pathway by means of cytochalasin D, a microtubule polymerization inhibitor, and with
GalNAc-BSA, a known specific ASGPR binder. These inhibition studies showed that the
uptake of the best glycopeptide binders by HepG2 cells was inhibited to a much greater extent
than the binding of the glucose-conjugated controls. This demonstrated that the uptake of
these glycopeptides by hepatocytes is indeed ASGPR-mediated.
To determine whether uptake also led to internalization of the ASGPR binding partners or if
instead binding to the cell membrane was unspecific, we observed the HepG2 cells under the
fluorescence microscope after incubation with our glycopeptides. These fluorescence
microscopy studies showed that the peptides are clearly present inside the cells, and therefore
do become internalized via endocytosis.
Within this study it was demonstrate that the coiled-coil motif is an excellent scaffold for the
tailored presentation of ligands, particularly when the ligands must be displayed in an optimal
spatial arrangement in order to interact selectively and with high affinity with the target. This
conclusion suggests that the applicability of the coiled-coil scaffold can be expanded to the
targeting of numerous receptors for various applications:
1. Drug delivery
To deliver drugs and biologically-active molecules selectively and precisely to a certain cell
type is an urgent need in clinical therapeutics, since in many cases the avoidance of
nonspecific interactions is crucial to preserve patient health. For example, this type of coiledcoil scaffold could be designed to present ligands for receptors that are exclusively present or
overexpressed on cancer cells. A pro-apoptotic molecule could be attached to the scaffold at
an appropriate site and, following uptake by a specific receptor, the carrier peptide and the
drug would be internalized, leading to cell death.
2. siRNA delivery
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Gene expression can be modulated by RNA-interference techniques, in which a short
interfering RNA (siRNA) is delivered into the cells. The siRNA sequence is complementary
to the mRNA of the target gene and binding leads to its degradation. When gene therapy is
required, it is essential to consider the problems posed by the delivery of nucleic acid into the
cells, since their negatively-charged surface does not allow them to cross the cell membrane.
A coiled-coil scaffold could be functionalized with a receptor-interacting ligand and with a
siRNA of interest to deliver the cargo inside the cell by facile interaction with specific
membrane receptors.
3. Medical imaging
Medical imaging refers to the group of techniques that aim to provide visual representation of
the interior of the patient´s body for clinical analysis and medical intervention. These methods
generally refer to magnetic resonance, nuclear imaging, ultrasounds and optical imaging. The
latter implies the use of a fluorophore. As the results reported within this thesis demonstrate,
the coiled-coil motif optimally bears both fluorophore and a selected ligand for specific
cell/tissue/organ interaction. The use of coiled-coil based peptides in medical imaging could
have a great impact on in vivo diagnostics at the nanoscale, and for the efficient diagnosis and
targeting of molecular markers of disease.

4.9 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES I
Synthesis and purification of Fmoc-Ser-(O-beta-D-glucose-pentaacetate)-OH
The synthesis of Fmoc-Ser-(O-β-D-glucose-pentaacetate)-OH was carried out by dissolving
β-D-glucose-pentaacetate (4 mmol) (Sigma, 285943) and vacuum-dried Fmoc-Ser-OH (1.2
eq.) (Iris Biotech, FAA1578 ) in dry acetonitrile (20 mL). The solution was placed on ice and
BF3-Et2O (1 eq.) was added. The mixture was then left to slowly warm up to room
temperature. An additional equivalent of BF3- Et2O was added after both 6 and 15 hours of
stirring. After 20 hours, the reaction was shown by TLC to be complete and the mixture was
diluted with DCM (30 mL) and sequentially washed with a 1 M HCl (3 x 30 mL) and H2O (2
x 30 mL). The organic phase was dried with MgSO4 and the solvents were removed under
reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by RP-HPLC using a gradient of 40%100% MeOH in H2O to obtain 2.5 mmol (62.5 % yield) Fmoc-Ser-(O-beta-D-glucosepentaacetate)-OH.
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mmol/g amino acid loading, was purchased from Novabiochem. For the amino acids that did
not carry any modification, the synthesis was carried out with 2-hour double couplings, using
a SyroXP-I peptide synthesizer (Multi-SynTech GmbH), with a 5-fold excess of amino acid
(relative to resin loading), TBTU/HOBt (5 eq.) and DIPEA (5 eq.). The addition of the Cy5like dye at the N-terminus (DM-IDCC COOH, mivenion, 602200), containing a carboxylic
acid for coupling, was achieved by repeating the reaction three times, using 1.5, 0.75 and 0.75
eq. of dye, respectively.
The addition of the galactose moieties and the spacers was performed using different
strategies, according to the length of the spacer. When no spacer was required, Fmoc-SerGal/Glc-pentaacetate was added by manual double coupling, with a three-fold excess of
glycosylated amino acid, HATU (2.9 eq.) and DIPEA (6 eq.). For the peptides carrying the 18
Å and the 30 Å spacers, Mtt-protected lysine was incorporated at the positions of the
sequence to which galactose would be linked (3, 10, 13, 17, 24). After coupling Cy5 as above,
selective deprotection of the Mtt-protected lysine residues was performed. 179 The free lysine
178F

side chain was used for the coupling of the spacers. In the case of the 18 Å spacer, glutaric
anhydride (five-fold excess) and a catalytic amount of DIPEA were used to switch the
functionality from the amine of the lysine side chain to a carboxylic acid. After three hours,
the acid was activated on resin with 1.2 eq. HATU and 2.4 eq. DIPEA for 5 minutes, and 1amino-1-deoxy-β-D-galactose (2 eq.) (Sigma, A2267) was added. In the case of the 30 Å
spacer, Fmoc-O2Oc-OH (amino-PEG-acid, Iris Biotech, 08575) was coupled to the
deprotected lysine side chains using a four-fold excess of amino-PEG-acid, HATU (3.9 eq.)
and DIPEA (8 eq.). The coupling was repeated twice and left to incubate for 6 hours. After
removal of Fmoc from the amino-PEG-acid, glutaric anhydride was added and activated as
previously described. 2(4-Aminobutoxy)-β-D-galactose was finally coupled on solid phase,
repeating the reaction three times and using, respectively, 1, 0.75 and 0.75 eq., of building
block, HATU and DIPEA.
Resin cleavage was performed using a solution of 95% TFA, 3% water and 2% TIS (5 mL)
with shaking for 3 hours. The resin was washed with TFA and DCM and solvents were
removed by evaporation. The peptides were precipitated in cold diethyl ether and collected by
centrifugation.
Only for the peptides containing Fmoc-Ser-Gal/Glc-pentaacetate was a deacetylation reaction
performed after cleavage. The peptides were dissolved in ACN and the minimum volume of
MeOH required for complete dissolution. 10% vol. hydrazine (80% solution in water) was
added and the mixture was stirred for 45 minutes. To quench, the flask was placed on ice and
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a five-fold excess of AcOH was added and stirred for 10 minutes. The volatiles were removed
under reduced pressure and the peptides purified via RP-HPLC.

Glycopeptide library purification
Peptide purification was performed on a Knauer RP-HPLC. All runs were performed with a
flow rate of 20.0 mL/min using a gradient of 15%-60% ACN (0.1% TFA) in Millipore H2O
(0.1% TFA) over 30 minutes.
The collected fractions were analyzed by analytical RP-HPLC (LaChrom-ELITE (VWR)). All
runs were performed with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min using a gradient of 5%-70% ACN (0.1%
TFA) in Millipore H2O (0.1% TFA) over 20 minutes. Data analysis was performed with EZ
Chrom ELITE software.

Glycopeptide library concentration determination
Peptide concentrations were determined using the extinction coefficient of the Cy5 dye in
MeOH (150000 M−1 cm−1, data obtained from mivenion). 50 µL of the peptides previously
dissolved in PBS buffer, pH 7.4, were added to 950 µL MeOH and the absorbance at 650 nm
was recorded by means of a Cary 50 Bio UV-spectrophotometer. The concentration of the
stock solution (M) was calculated as follows: (Abs650 nm * dilution factor)/150000.

CD spectroscopy
All CD spectra were recorded on a JASCO-8-10 spectropolarimeter at 20 °C. The spectra
were acquired in 0.1 mm path length quartz cuvettes. During all measurements a constant N2
flush of 3.0 l/min was provided. Each obtained CD data set is the average of three
measurements.

Flow cytometry-based cell-uptake studies
HepG2 cells (ATCC® HB-8065), a human hepatocellular carcinoma-derived cell expressing
ASGPR, were used for cell uptake studies with the carbohydrate-functionalized coiled-coil
peptides. The cells (8 x 104) were seeded in 48-well plates using complete DMEM medium
(supplemented with 10 % fetal calf serum, FSC, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL
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streptomycin and 2 mM ʟ-glutamine) and cultivated overnight. Cells were washed once with
PBS and 100 µL fresh FCS-free DMEM containing the carbohydrate-functionalized coiledcoil peptides (10 nM) was added. After two hours of incubation at 37°C, the cells were
washed three times with ice-cold PBS supplemented with 0.5% BSA. Subsequently, the
cellular uptake of the fluorescently labeled coiled-coil peptides was measured by flow
cytometry using a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). Data
were analyzed with the FlowJo analysis software (Tree Star Inc., Ashland, OR, USA).
For the inhibition of receptor-mediated endocytosis, cells were preincubated with cytochalasin
D (10 µM; Santa Cruz, Dallas, TX, USA) for one hour before addition of the carbohydratefunctionalized coiled-coil peptides.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with the unpaired Student’s t test. Data were analyzed
using Prism software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). A p-value of p < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy
HepG2 cells were left 24h in DMEM (PAN, P04-03500, supplemented with 2 mM Lglutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10% FCS and 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin), and
seeded into 24-well plates (1x 105 cells/well) with 12 mm-diameter round cover slides
(Menzel GmbH).
Peptide stock solutions were prepared in sterile PBS and diluted in DMEM to reach
concentrations of 0.1 µM, 0.2 µM and 0.4 µM. Peptide solutions (100 µL) were added to the
HepG2 cells, left 10 minutes on ice to block unspecific binding and incubated for 30 minutes
or 2 hours at 37 °C. The cells were washed one time with PBS and 2 times with BPBS, (PBS
with 0.5% BSA) and fixation was carried out with 4% paraformalin, at room temperature.
From this point, the cells were kept protected from light throughout incubation. After washing
(3x BPBS), 200 µL of a solution of 100 mM glycine buffer in PBS (pH 7.4) was added for 10
minutes and the cells were washed again. For membrane staining, PMCA ATPase antibody
(Thermo Scientific, 5F10) was diluted 1:400 in PBS, and the solution was added to the wells
(200 µL/well) for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing, 200 µL of Alexa Fluor 555 goat
anti-mouse IgG (life technologies, A21422) were added to the wells (dilution 1:200) for 1
hour at room temperature. Subsequently, the nuclei were stained with DAPI (Invitrogen,
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21490, final concentration 500 nm, 200 µL/well) for 5 minutes at room temperature, and the
cells were washed again.
For observation under the microscope, each 12 mm-diameter round cover slide on which the
cells were fixed was placed onto a microscope slide. Mounting medium (thiodiethanol buffer,
20 µL) was added to each slide and the coverslips were sealed with nail polish. Fluorescent
images were acquired with the instrument LSM 700 from Carl Zeiss, using three different
lasers (405 nm, 555nm, 639 nm) for excitation and objective Plan Apochromat 63X/1.4 oil
DIC. The images were processed with the software ZEN 2009 by Zeiss.
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The stimulation of the immune response towards a specific target is the central concept of
vaccination. One of the obstacles during vaccine production is determining the optimal
concentration: this must be high enough to activate the immune system but low enough to
avoid lateral effects. For this reason, various synthetic and natural scaffolds have been used to
optimize the display of antigens in a multivalent fashion. In this way, the global concentration
of the ligand remains low while the local concentration increases.
So far, self-assembling peptides have not been thoroughly investigated for this purpose. In
this study, a de novo-designed fiber-forming peptide increases the local concentration of two
antigens, simultaneously. The goal of this research is to evaluate whether this peptide could
be a robust scaffold for the presentation of multiple ligands, mainly for diagnostic purposes
and vaccination. In this work, the scaffold has been modified with a peptide epitope and a
carbohydrate antigen and its ability to retain the parental supramolecular structure has been
tested. The scaffold has been further evaluated for its capability to multivalently present both
ligands to specific antibodies, thus enhancing recognition.

5.1 AN OVERVIEW OF CARBOHYDRATE-BASED VACCINES
The activation of a protective immune response against any infectious agent depends initially
on the identification, by the immune system, of an antigen as foreign. Immune-stimulatory
compounds, or antigens, provoke one or more different types of reactions from the host in an
effort to remove or disable the invading organism. The antigen may stimulate T-lymphocytes
(T-cells), which provide cell-mediated immunity, or B-lymphocytes (B-cells), that initiate the
synthesis and secretion of soluble antibodies into the bloodstream. The development of the
body's protective immune response depends upon achieving a threshold level of stimulation of
one or both of these systems.
Immunization by vaccination typically offers long-term protection since it activates both Bcells and T-cells, generating antibodies specific for a certain pathogen and allowing the
development of immunological memory. Immune-response activation is obtained by
employing an attenuated form of the pathogen or isolated polysaccharides or glycoproteins
from the parasite cell wall or capsule. The resulting antibody production falls off after some
days, but future exposure to the live, virulent organism will be promptly responded to with an
even greater abundance of antibodies. 180 The main feature of carbohydrate-based vaccines is
179F
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the employment of polysaccharides or oligosaccharides as antigens. 181 The advantages of
180F

using glycans as antigens are numerous:


Fine-tuned synthetic techniques, such as one-pot synthesis 182 and solid-phase
18F

synthesis,

182F

183

allow for the synthesis of large quantities of pure sugars at much lower

costs and higher yields than would be gained by the isolation of the same compounds
from natural sources.


Carbohydrates are highly antigenic, so they easily bind to lymphocytes and their
receptors. 184, 185
183F



184F

In contrast to polypeptides, which are fully encoded by the corresponding gene,
carbohydrate expression is not under direct genetic control but results from a dynamic
interaction between the environment and a network of hundreds of genes; 186 thus, the
185F

evolution of resistance may be expected to occur less quickly than is the case for
polypeptide epitopes.
The main drawback in the employment of carbohydrates in vaccination is their poor
immunogenicity, meaning that they are T-cell-independent antigens, and immunization solely
with carbohydrates would not lead to immunological memory. Proteins are significantly more
immunogenic than polysaccharides and, since carbohydrates are non-immunogenic haptens,
they require conjugation with an epitope such as a protein before they can evoke a cellmediated immunity. For this reason, when a carbohydrate-based vaccine is produced, T-cell
epitopes are generally also employed. 187 In fact, although T-cells themselves do not secrete
186F

antibodies, they are frequently needed to assist in the stimulation of B-cells. In the production
of a carbohydrate-based vaccine, the carbohydrate antigens are, therefore, generally
conjugated to T-cell epitopes. The T-cell epitopes can be used in combination with an
unrelated B-cell determinant to obtain significant quantities of antibody production against the
B-cell antigen. The T-cell determinant is ingested and processed by the antigen presenting
cells (APC), which will then present the epitope on their surface, in complex with the self
molecules of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Helper T-cells can interact with
this complex and activate specific B-cells, which will differentiate into plasma cells and
secrete antibodies. Beside the immunological relevance of T-cell epitopes, their use as
peptides, as opposed to larger proteins containing epitopes, may provide economic
advantages, due to facile synthesis, as well as improved safety. To obtain higher efficacy and
to increase the local concentration of the antigen, the antigen-epitope complex must be also
conjugated to a carrier molecule. Therefore, there are in total four main elements to consider
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in the synthesis of a carbohydrate-based vaccine: the selected carbohydrate antigen, the T-cell
epitope, the carrier molecule and the conjugation method. These aspects are described in more
detail in the following sections.

5.1.1 The carbohydrate antigen
The selection of the carbohydrate antigen is dictated by the particular infectious agent against
which the immune response is to be stimulated. As mentioned in section 1.3.3, carbohydratebased vaccines have been synthesized and/or commercialized for a large number of infectious
pathogens. For example, vaccines against bacterial pathogens such as Haemophilus influenzae
type b (Quimi-Hib), 188 Streptococcus pneumoniae (Prevnar), 189 and Salmonella typhi
187F

(VICPS)

190
189F

18F

are commercially available.

191

190F

Also virus capsids are a subject of study in very

recent vaccine development; among these, influenza virus A, 192 picornavirus 193 and human
19F

192F

papillomavirus 194 vaccines are on the market. A number of studies also address the treatment
193F

and prevention of cancer, and mainly involve the MUC1 195 and Globo 196 antigens. Ultimately,
194F

195F

a series of carbohydrate-based vaccines are currently under investigation for protozoan
parasites, including malaria 197 and leishmaniasis. 198
196F

197F

In the context of the study presented in this thesis, a diagnostically-relevant
lipophosphoglycan (LPG) found on pathogenic Leishmania parasites was selected as the
carbohydrate antigen. LPGs are major leishmanial cell surface glycoconjugates and play an
important role in disease physiopathology. In particular, the tetrasaccharide cap Galp(1-4)-β[Manp-(1-2)-α-Manp-(1-2)-α]-Manp 199 plays a key role in the infection process. Recent
198F

studies conducted by our collaboration partners at the Max Planck Institute (MPI) of Colloids
and Interfaces, led by Prof. Seeberger, have demonstrated that the most immunologically
relevant carbohydrate antigen among Leishmania species is in fact the disaccharide β-Gal(1→4)-α-Man, which constitutes the backbone repeat unit of most of the LPGs. 200, 201 Due to
19F

20F

its desirable antigenic properties and synthetic accessibility, especially compared to the
complex tetrasaccharide cap, this disaccharide, here referred to as Man-Gal, was chosen to be
the carbohydrate-antigen subject of this study. Figure 38 shows the structure and saccharide
symbols relative to both of these glycans.
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Figure 38. Leishm
mania parasitte antigens sstructure an
nd color-cod
de representtation. A:
tetrasaccharide capp Galp(1-4)--β-[Manp-(11-2)-α-Manp
np-(1-2)-α]-M
Manp. B: anntigenic
disacchaaride β-Gal-(1→4)-α-M
Man, here nnamed Man--Gal. The am
mino-pentannyl linker
connectted to the OH of the anomeric carbbon of the mannose
m
is the
t one introoduced by our
o
collaborrators from the MPI.

5.1.2 Th
he T-cell ep
pitope
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p of the antigen
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recoognized by the
t immunee system. T--cell epitopees, in
particular, are geneerally short portions off antigenic proteins,
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acid sequence th
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allows tthem to stroongly bind to
o MHC. Thhe immunog
genicity of the epitope ddepends on the
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nding. 202
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The empployment of isolated ep
pitopes rathher than the whole antig
genic proteiin in vaccin
ne
formulaations increaases antibod
dy productioon efficacy and, at the same time, provides an
n
econom
mic and synthhetic advan
ntage. Moreoover, syntheetic peptide epitopes haave the advantage
of easy characterization for pu
urity and com
mposition. A series of widely usedd T-cell epiitopes in
n (DT) or frrom the crooss-reactive material
vaccine formulations derive frrom the diphhtheria toxin
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mutant
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of thee diphtheriaa toxin. 203 CRM197
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is aantigenicallly
197 (CR
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similar tto the native protein an
nd enhancess antibody response.
r
A single mutaation on thee
primaryy sequence of
o DT makees CRM1977 harmless, yet
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ologically inndistinguish
hable
from thee native toxxin. 204 Thereefore, epitoppes derived
d from DT have
h
been w
widely used in
i
203F

vaccine productionn. 205 - 207 For the presentt study, we selected
s
a T-cell
T
epitoppe from DT that has
204F

205F

206F

the folloowing sequeence: H2N- QVVHNSY
YNRPAYSPG-COOH. 208 - 210 The epitope, heere
207F

208F

209F

named E
Ep01, repreesents amino
o acids 379--383of the DT
D sequencce (535 residdues in leng
gth in
total).
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5.1.3 The carrier molecule
The use of a carrier molecule for delivering both antigenic carbohydrate and T-cell epitope is
an effective method for improving vaccine efficacy. The high surface-area-to-volume ratio
and chemical diversity of nanoscale structures renders them of great interest to the biomedical
and pharmaceutical fields. Inspired by molecular recognition processes in nature, a host of
synthetic nanoscaffolds, including branched polymers and dendrimers, PNA, LNA and selfassembling peptides29, 31, 211, 212 have been developed for numerous biomedical applications.
210F

21F

However, the most widely used carriers for vaccines production are proteins. The primary
carrier proteins currently available are the tetanus and diphtheria toxoids, and the derivative
CRM197 of the latter. They are used precisely because they contain in their sequence epitopes
recognized by the immune system, so that conjugation to the epitope is not necessary.
However, numerous concerns exist for the use of these proteins in vaccination. For example,
the use of a limited number of suitable carrier proteins means that multiple vaccines will be
built upon them. In the case of multiple vaccinations with material containing the same carrier
protein, the probability of undesirable reactions is increased, since the presence of already
existing antibodies could induce adverse systemic immunologic sensitivity reactions.
Moreover, as described by Schutze, phenomena of epitopic suppression can occur. 213 This
21F

event is observed when immunity to a protein contained in the conjugate already present in
the vaccine interferes with the generation of a response to the covalently coupled antigen.
Finally, there are obvious increased costs in the production and purification of a full-length
protein.
Clearly, there is an urgent need for alternative molecule as vaccine carriers that would
overcome the immunological consequences of the repetitive use of the same scaffold protein
and yet that would not interfere with the immunogenicity. For this reason, in this study we
propose a self-assembling, fiber-forming peptide as a scaffold, here named FF03, for the
presentation of a T-cell epitope and a carbohydrate antigen. This type of scaffold would offer
synthetic simplicity, regular ligand distribution and, most importantly, high local antigen and
epitope density.
It is now commonly accepted that high epitope density contributes to enhancing
immunogenicity: T-cell epitopes with a higher concentration of MHC binding motifs are more
immunogenic, probably due to the increased potential for being effectively processed by
antigen-presenting cells. If more than one binding motif is present, a range of different MHC
molecules can be activated and, as a consequence, a higher number of T-cell helper clones can
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be generated, leading to a synergistic effect. We believe that a self-assembling peptide
scaffold such as FF03 would enable molecular recognition by a synergistic combination of
several cooperative binding events.

5.1.4 The conjugation method
The coupling of polysaccharide antigens or glycoconjugates to a peptide or a protein requires
chemical activation of one or both components. The activation site on the glycan varies
according to its structure; the main reactive group in proteins and peptides is either the amine
at the N-terminus or the ε-amine of a lysine residue (if present in the sequence). Random
activation of the reaction partners would produce glycoconjugates with poorly defined
structures. To gain control over the conjugation site, a linker arm between the carbohydrate
and the protein/peptide must be introduced. Such spacers should be long enough to avoid
steric clashes between the protein and the glycan but short enough to enable coupling; it
should also contain a reactive functional group for facile and selective conjugation but should
not interfere with the immunogenicity of the reaction partner. In the case of small
oligosaccharides, like the one studied here, Leishmania LPG-derivative Man-Gal
disaccharide, coupling to the protein carrier or to peptide epitopes can proceed via a specific
synthetic route to yield well-defined conjugates in a reproducible way. 214 - 216
213F

214F

215F

For this study, we used the same linker arm used by our collaborator at the MPI, presented in
Figure 38B, a 5-hydrocarbon chain terminating with an amino group. This amine was used for
the coupling of Man-Gal to the peptide epitope Ep01. Furthermore, the glycoconjugate
antigen-epitope was coupled to the self-assembling peptide scaffold FF03 by means of the
side chain of a selected lysine residue. Both conjugations were performed on solid phase, and
the details are described in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2 MULTIVALENT SCAFFOLD DESIGN
As discussed in Chapter 1, multivalent interactions play an essential role in many biological
processes. Multivalency represents one of nature´s most ingenious methods to conduct and
control the high number of recognition events necessary for cell survival, since it leads to an
additive or exponential increase in binding affinity. For example, certain immune system
receptors have evolved to distinguish among binding partners based not only the composition
of the ligand array 217 but also on its density. 218 Glycans and peptide epitopes are useful
216F

217F
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219, 220
diagnosstic probes in
i bioassayss and immunnogens in vaccines,
v
and, duee to their ceentral
218F

219F

role in tthe immunee response, represent
r
innteresting classes of ligaands to be eexplored in the
context of self-asseembling scaaffolds.
With these criteria in mind, wee designed a peptide naanoscaffold
d based on thhe coiled-co
oil
folding motif that self-assemb
s
les into α-hhelical fiberss under phy
ysiological cconditions. The
T
peptide scaffold deescribed herre, FF03, waas originally
y identified in the Ph.D
D. thesis of Dr.
D
Enrico B
Brandenburrg from 2012; 221 howevver, it was previously
p
neither
n
analyyzed, nor em
mployed
20F

in any aapplication. FF03 contaains three cooiled-coil heeptad repeats that consstitute the co
ore of
the pepttide sequencce. An extraa hydrophobbic residue, leucine, is located at th
the C-termin
nus and
half a heeptad (d, e, f and g) at the
t N-termiinus, to creaate the “sticky ends” efffect that faccilitates
longituddinal assembbly of the fibers
fi
along the helix ax
xis (see secttion 1.2.2). Furthermorre, fiber
elongatiion is promooted by “heead-to-tail” stacking off the helices. In this connformation,
complem
mentary chaarges easily
y interact wiith each oth
her. Within each
e
heptadd, a and d po
ositions
are occuupied by leuucine residu
ues, providinng the hydrophobic corre of the stru
ructure. To
guaranteee the form
mation of self-assemblinng fibers, lysine is present at all e ppositions an
nd
glutamaate at all g positions,
p
wh
hile the b annd c positio
ons carry theese two chaarged amino
o acids
in an altternating annd complem
mentary fashhion. Thus, when
w
the firrst heptad oof the sequen
nce
containss lysine at itts b position
n and glutam
mate at its c position, th
he second hheptad in thee
sequencce will carryy glutamate at its b possition and ly
ysine at its c position. T
This design aims to
induce tthe helices to
t interact with
w each otther as well as to stabilize the coileed-coil motif.
Figure 339 depicts a model for how fibers of FF03 cou
uld form.

Figure 39. FF03 fiber formation at neutraal pH. Cylin
nders repressent single hhelices; circcles
within eeach cylindeer representt the 26 resi dues of the peptide seq
quence. A: hhelical wheeel
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representation of FF03; B: sticky end effect; C: electrostatic interaction contribution to fiber
formation (boxes indicate dimers that share common hydrophobic interface); D: FF03 primary
sequence and relative position within the heptad. Yellow: hydrophobic residues; red:
positively charged residues; blue: negatively charged residues; grey: most solvent-exposed
residues. Letters within circles give the single-letter code for amino acids (A) or indicate
heptad repeat positions (B and C).
Electrostatic interactions between different dimers (shown boxed in Figure 39) are likely the
main factor supporting growth of the fibers perpendicular to the helix axis. In fact, the e and g
positions stabilize the core coiled-coil motif and the oligomeric state, while the b and c
positions likely play a role in bundle formation, enabling association between fibers. As
described in section 1.2.2, the presence of leucine residues at positions a and d typically leads
to the formation of a trimer. Nevertheless, the peptide described in section 4.2 was shown to
adopt a dimeric oligomerization state despite bearing a leucine zipper motif. The peptide
scaffold FF03 has been designed following the same rules with the exception of the
alternating charges on b and c positions. In an effort to rationalize fiber formation of FF03, we
suggest the tetrameric arrangement shown in Figure 39, panel c.
In all heptads, the f position, the most solvent-exposed position, is occupied by lysine
residues. This amino acid was chosen for its side chain functionality, i.e., the side chain of the
lysine on position 17 of the sequence (in red in Figure 39D), was selected to bear the antigen
ligands.

5.3 GLYCOCONJUGATE SYNTHETIC STRATEGY
In order to design a glycoconjugate that would theoretically enable optimal display of the
ligands to the appropriate binding partners, it must be taken into account that the immune
response to carbohydrate-protein/peptide conjugates depends on: 1. the size of the
carbohydrate; 2. the nature of the carrier molecule; 3. the nature and number of bonds
between antigen moieties and the carrier; 4. the nature of the linker; 5. and the carbohydrateto-carrier ratio. 222 We decided to employ a single, well-defined conjugation site on our
21F

peptide scaffold, the side chain of lysine 17, which occupies an f position in the heptad repeat.
The f position of the heptad repeat is solvent-exposed, and we expected that ligands presented
at this position would be readily available for antibody binding. Moreover, as discussed in
section 5.1.3, the antigenic activity of the glycoconjugates generally depends on the density of
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the carbbohydrate onn the carrierr. Thereforee, the large number
n
of accessible
a
aantigens preesented
on our m
multivalent peptide scaaffold wouldd likely ensu
ure a higherr level of im
mmunogeniccity. If
we assuume a tight head-to-tail
h
connectionn among thee single pepttide chains due to the sticky
s
end effeect, we can calculate th
hat the ligannds are preseented on FF
F03 every 400 Å along th
he
fiber’s m
main axis (tthere are 10 Å betweenn the f positiions within one sequennce and fourr full
heptads between tw
wo lysine 17
7 residues bbearing the ligands).
l
Ho
owever, the distance beetween
the ligannds displayed on the su
urface of prooximal heliices within a fiber (widdth of the sin
ngle
fiber) deepends on the minimal oligomerizzation state of the peptiide and on th
the number of fibers
compossing each buundle.
To calcuulate the neearest distan
nce betweenn two neighb
boring lysin
ne 17 residuues perpendiicular to
the fiberr axis, we use
u as the staarting pointt the fiber-fo
ormation model
m
presennted on Figu
ure 39.
In the m
model, the minimal
m
olig
gomerizationn state for FF03
F
is tetraameric. Thee reported av
verage
diameteer for the coore of a tetraameric coileed-coil peptide is 3±1 Å.
Å 223 By addding to this the
2F

measuree of twice thhe width of an average helix (2 X 5.4 Å = 10.8 Å), we obbtain an
approximation of thhe distance between thhe two most solvent-exp
posed positiion residuess of two
helices pplaced oppoosite each other
o
in a tettramer. Thiss distance iss close to 144 Å, and it
represennts the diagonal of the square inscrribed in thee circle desccribed by thee four helices. By
dividingg this squaree in two, wee obtain twoo identical right
r
trianglles and we ccan thereforre use
the Pythhagorean theorem to caalculate the two shorterr sides of it. This lengthh representss the
distancees between the
t most solvent-expossed position
ns among eaach helix off the tetrameer and,
thereforre, the approoximate disttance at whhich the ligaands attached to this po sition are placed.
This vallue is ≈ √

Å ≈ 10 Å (Figure 40)).

Figure 40. Approxximate calcu
ulation of thhe distance between
b
two
o ligand-be aring amino
o acids
within pproximal heelices. Emptty circles: toop view of coiled-coil
c
constituting
c
g the tetrameer; blue
circle: ddiameter of the interhellical space bbased on cry
ystal data; yellow
y
trianngles: right triangle
t
selectedd to apply thhe Pythagorrean theorem
m.
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To veriffy whether the
t self-asseembling pepptide scaffo
old FF03 cou
uld be emplloyed for th
he
multivaalent presenttation of anttigens for vvaccination and
a diagnosstic purposees, we createed a
01, and the carbohydraate antigen ManM
small libbrary for the display off the T-cell epitope Ep0
Gal. As proof of cooncept, also the monosaaccharide mannose
m
(M
Man) was inccluded as lig
gand.
Man-Gal and Man were modified w
with the amin
nopentanyl linker show
wn in Figuree 38. A
Both M
cartoon of the peptide library is
i depicted iin Figure 41, and details are proviided in Tablle 5.

Figure 41. Peptidee library. A: Ep01; B: E
Ep01-Man; C:
C Ep01-Man-Gal; D: FFF03-Ep01; E:
FF03-Epp01-Man; F:
F FF03-Ep0
01-Man-Gaal.

nd descriptioon of the peeptide librarry. The partiticular lysine to
Table 55. Peptide seequences an
which thhe differentt ligands aree attached iss shown in bold.
b
As for tthe glycopepptides in thee study desccribed in ch
hapter 4, the synthesis oof the wholee library
s
phase. For the pepptides witho
out scaffold
d (Figure 411A-C), subsequent
was perrformed on solid
to synthhesis of the peptide
p
epittope Ep01, tthe function
nality at thee N-terminuus was switcched
from ann amine to a carboxylic acid by meeans of glutaaric anhydriide. After aactivation off the
acid on resin, the carbohydratees Man and Man-Gal were
w conjugated via thee aminopenttanyl
linker arrm present on the hydrroxyl group on their anomeric carb
bons, to gennerate the
glycopeeptides Ep01-Man and Ep01-Man--Gal, respecctively.
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In the case of the components of the library containing the peptide scaffold FF03, the Nterminus of FF03 was blocked with aminobenzoic acid (Abz). After selective deprotection of
the lysine at position 17, bearing the 4-Methyltrityl (Mtt) protecting group, removable under
mild acidic conditions, the free amino group of the side chain was used to build up the peptide
ligand Ep01. After switching functionality of the Ep01 N-terminus by means of glutaric
anhydride, the resulting free carboxylic acid was activated while still “on resin” and the sugar
moiety coupled via a short amino-linker. This strategy allows for the synthesis of
glycopeptide conjugates entirely on solid phase. A scheme of the solid-phase synthesis
strategy adopted to build up the glycopeptide library is given in Figure 42.

Figure 42. Scheme of the synthetic strategy adopted for the glycopeptide FF03-Ep01-Man.

5.4 Evaluation of peptide library structural features
The secondary and quaternary structure of the peptide scaffold plays a fundamental role in the
realization of the desired multivalent effect. FF03 was evaluated for its suitability to serve as a
stable scaffold for the multivalent presentation of the chosen glycopeptide ligand by selfassembling into a defined three-dimensional architecture. Also the structure of Ep01 was
explored, since the epitope had not yet been structurally characterized outside the context of
the diphtheria toxin.
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The seccondary struucture of all library mem
mbers was investigated
i
d by circularr dichroism
m (CD),
while thhe presence of fibers was detected by transmission electron microscoopy (TEM).

ary structu
ure
5.4.1 Peeptide-libraary seconda
The pepptides’ specttroscopic an
nalysis, as w
well as all th
he biologicaal assays thaat followed, were
perform
med under phhysiologicaally relevantt conditions. Nevertheless, to gainn a better
understaanding of thhe fiber-form
mation proccess, the seccondary stru
ucture of FFF03 was anaalyzed
via CD at different pH values and time pooints. The reesults of theese investiggations are reported
in Figurre 43.

Figure 43. FF03 CD
C spectra collected
c
at concentrations of 150 µM, at diffeerent pH an
nd time
mple preparration. Solid
d line: FF033 at pH 7.4;; short dashees: FF03 at pH 10; long
g
from sam
dashes: FF03 at pH
H 4.0. A-C: FF03 seconndary structu
ure compariison at threee different pH
p
values iimmediatelyy (A), after 18 hours (B
B) and after 24 hours (C
C) from sam
mple preparaation. DF: FF033 secondary structure co
omparison aat different time pointss at the pH vvalues 4.0 (D
D), 7.4
(E) and 10 (F); blacck lines ind
dicate t0, yelllow lines in
ndicate t18h
h and orangge lines indicate
t24h.
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CD specctra acquireed at different pH valuees show diffferent degreees of elliptiicity, but always
describee a CD proffile typical of
o a purely αα-helical peeptide, with minima at 2208 nm and
d 222
nm and a maximum
m at 195 nm
m. At physioological pH and a conceentration off 150 µM, th
he
intensityy of the minnimum at 20
08 nm graduually decreaases over 24
4 hours, inddicating a tendency
to form higher suprramolecularr structures.. 224 CD specctra recordeed at pH 4.00 and 10 sho
ow
23F

differennt behaviorss: at pH 4.0 no change oon the specttrum was deetected overr the 24-hou
ur time
course, indicating that,
t
under these
t
condittions, only smaller
s
olig
gomers are fformed; at pH
p 10,
ved during sample prep aration), bu
ut the
FF03 is mostly insooluble (whitte precipitatte is observ
aggregaates that form
m show sim
milar CD traaces but low
wer degrees of ellipticityy. This coulld
indicatee the rapid formation
f
off larger bunndles, which
h may becom
me insolublee due to theeir size.
The CD
D data of thee other comp
ponents of tthe peptide library are reported
r
in Figures 44 and 45.

Figure 44. CD spectra of the Ep01
E
familyy collected 24 h after sample prepaaration at 100 µM.
Solid linne: Ep01; shhort dashes: Ep01-Mann; long dash
hes: Ep01-M
Man-Gal.
Ep01, w
which, withiin the DT sttructure, is ppartially follded into an α-helix, 225 when isolaated
24F

appears to adopt a combination
n of seconddary structurres (Figure 44). The gloobal minim
mum
betweenn 200 and 205 nm sugg
gests either a combinatiion of rando
om coil andd β-sheet
conform
mations, or the
t presencee of β-turns , 226, 227 whille the maxim
mum at 1955 nm could indicate
25F

26F

the co-eexistence off α-helical sp
pecies. Thee spectrum of
o Ep01-Maan differs froom that of the
t
parentall peptide onnly in a shiftt of the minnimum at 20
05 nm towarrds shorter w
wavelength
hs,
whereass Ep01-Mann-Gal displaays no maxiimum at 195
5 nm but an
n otherwise similar tend
dency to
the otheer two tracess. Ep01 wass used excluusively at lo
ow concentrrations and w
within 24 hours
h
after sam
mple preparration in all experimentts below.
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The FF003 derivativves show a CD
C profile ttypical of an
n α-helical secondary sstructure (Figure
45). Theere are, how
wever, subtle differencees between unmodified
d FF03 and tthe three modified
m
species.. As discusssed, the pareental peptidde FF03 disp
plays a less intense minnimum at 20
08 nm
wavelenngth, likely attributablee to helical ffiber formattion. 228 FF0
03-Ep01, FFF03-Ep01-M
Man and
27F

FF03-Epp01-Man-G
Gal display a shorter-waavelength minimum
m
wiith increaseed intensity at 208
nm, resuulting in rouughly equall intensities for the two
o minima at 208 nm andd 222 nm. This
T
differennce in CD beehavior cou
uld be due too either redu
uced fiber formation
f
inn the modifiied
FF03 sppecies, or too the presencce of Ep01, which has a minimum
m between 2200 nm and 205 nm.

Figure 45. CD spectra of the FF03
F
familyy collected 24 h after sample prepaaration at 100 µM.
Solid linne: FF03; shhort-long daashes: FF033-Ep01; sho
ort dashes: FF03-Ep01F
-Man; long dashes:
FF03-Epp01-Man-G
Gal.

The resuults of the CD
C analysiss suggest thaat the structture of the peptide
p
scaff
ffold FF03 is robust
enough to retain itss α-helical character
c
evven after heaavy modificcation with bboth the T-ccell
drate antigeen Man-Gall. Stability in
n the second
ndary structu
ure
epitope Ep01 and the carbohyd
evidencced by a com
mparable deegree of ellippticity in th
he CD spectra guaranteee regular
distribuution of the epitope
e
and
d antigen liggands along the helices.. Nevertheleess, the form
mation
of the fiibers is cruccial for reaching the de sired multiv
valent effect; therefore their presen
nce was
verifiedd for all glyccoconjugatees via TEM..
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5.4.2 Peeptide libraary supram
molecular sttructure
TEM annalysis was carried out to determinne whether FF03
F
and itts derivativees are in facct able to
self-asseemble into α-helical fib
bers, as sugggested by CD
C analysis. As controlls, Ep01 and
d its
glycosyylated versioons Ep01-M
Man and Ep001-Man-Gall were also analyzed; aas expected, no
aggregaates were found in thesee three casees.
The pepptide scaffolld FF03 was analyzed w
within one hour
h
from sample
s
prepparation at th
he pH
values 44.0, 7.4 and 10.0 and affter 24 hourrs and one week
w
from sample
s
prepparation at pH
p 7.4.
This stuudy would help
h understtanding the kinetics of fiber formaation and theeir stability in
solutionn. The resultts of these investigation
i
ns are reporrted in Figu
ures 46 and 447.
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Figure 46. TEM micrographs
m
of FF03 accquired at a concentration of 100 µ
µM, 1 h from
m
sample preparationn at pH 4.0 (A),
(
pH 7.4 (B) and pH
H 10 (C). Sq
quare: “zoom
m in” of ind
dicated
section of micrograaph.
The pepptide scaffolld FF03 ind
deed forms αα-helical fib
bers, and neeutral condittions are preeferred
for obtaaining solubble regular supramolecuular structurre. At pH 7.4, FF03 forrms long fib
bers and
bundless, and its visscosity is sim
milar to that
at of a hydro
ogel. TEM micrographs
m
s of FF03 att pH 4.0
show noo long fiberrs, but only flocculent pprecipitates.. Basic pH leads
l
FF03 tto assemblee into
very thiick bundles and does no
ot allow forr complete dissolution
d
of
o the peptiide.
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Figure 47. TEM micrographs
m
of FF03 at pH 7.4 acq
quired at a co
oncentrationn of 100 µM
M and at
A: 24 h from sample preparatiion; B: one w
week from sample prep
paration.
The fibeers formed by
b FF03 aree exclusivelly linear and
d non-brancching. The sself-assembly
process likely beginns immediaately after diissolving th
he peptide in
n neutral buuffer and is
complette after 24 hours:
h
TEM
M micrographhs acquired
d seven dayss from sampple preparattion
show fibbers of com
mparable typ
pe, length annd thicknesss to the ones observed after only 24
2 hours.
The form
mation of bundles
b
appeears to be a signature of
o the FF03 series, and indicates sttrong
interfibeer interactioons.90 The issolation of a single fibeer is therefo
ore often nott feasible.
In orderr to determine whether peptide scaaffold FF03 is able to retain its abiility to selfassemblle when loaaded with th
he Ep01 epittope and thee carbohydrrates Man orr Man-Gal,
additionnal TEM exxperiments were
w carriedd out. The reesults are reeported in FFigure 48.
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Figure 48. TEM micrographs
m
of FF03 deerivatives accquired at a concentratiion of 100 µM
µ 24
hours affter sample preparation
n. A: FF03-E
Ep01; B: FF
F03-Ep01-M
Man; C: FF003-Ep01-M
Man-Gal.
onstrate thatt all peptidees from the FF03
F
seriess are able to
o form αThe miccrographs cllearly demo
helical ffibers of a thhickness off 2.5 nm thicck and length of at leasst 100 nm loong fibers; these
t
individuual fibers were
w observeed alongsidee large bund
dles of fiberrs. Interestinngly, it appeears that
the thickkness of thee bundles fo
ormed by thhe glycoconjjugates (FF03-Ep01-M
Man and FF0
03Ep01-M
Man-Gal) is reduced com
mpared to F
FF03 and FF
F03-Ep01. This
T might bbe due to stteric
hindrannce of the caarbohydrate moieties pllaced, together with thee peptide eppitope, on th
he most
solvent--exposed poosition of th
he scaffold, or to their interaction. Neverthelesss, neither the
t
presence of Ep01 nor
n its glyco
osylation inffluences thee structure of
o FF03 enoough to abro
ogate
ormation of other types of supramo
olecular struuctures, such as
self-asseembly or leead to the fo
nanotubbes or vesiclles. This ind
dicates that the fibers formed
f
by th
he coiled-cooil-based sccaffold
FF03 arre stable enoough to ensu
ure the mulltivalent preesentation of both peptiide epitope and
carbohyydrate antigeen.
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5.5 MU
ULTIVALE
ENT PRESE
ENTATION
N OF LIGA
ANDS TO SELECTE
ED BINDIN
NG
PARTN
NERS
The muulti-componeent strategy
y employed in this study
y ultimately
y aims to acctivate,
simultanneously, diffferent processes in thee immune reesponse. The main requuirement is to
cluster bboth T-cell epitopes an
nd carbohyddrate antigen
ns to obtain higher-leveel antibody
recognittion. With the
t structuraal studies reeported in seection 5.4 we
w were ablee to demonsstrate
that mulltivalency can
c indeed be
b reached vvia our coileed-coil baseed peptide sscaffold. Th
he
presence of a multiivalent scaff
ffold, thoughh, does not imply that the
t displayeed ligands are
a
optimally accessiblle for bindin
ng with speccific bindin
ng partners. To attempt to quantify
y the
multivaalent effect within
w
this regime,
r
we carried out a series of bioimmuno
b
ological assaays,
describeed below.

5.5.1 In
nteraction of
o the peptiide epitope with anti-d
diphtheria toxin antibbodies
An enzyyme-linked immunosorrbent assay (ELISA) was
w used to determine
d
hhow efficien
ntly the
monom
meric Ep01 system and the
t multivallent FF03-E
Ep01 are bou
und by polyyclonal antibodies
against DT. The peeptide Ep01, the conjuggate FF03-E
Ep01and thee positive coontrol CRM
M197
were im
mmobilized on microtiteer plates andd incubated
d with sera from
f
mice im
mmunized with
w the
CRM1997.200 Subsequent to priimary antiboody incubattion, the plaates were reppeatedly waashed
with thee chaotropicc NH4SCN, a dissociatiing agent, to
o reduce no
onspecific biinding. 229 Epitope
E
28F

recognittion was determined by
y means of an anti-mou
use IgG horrseradish peeroxidaseconjugaate. The assaay was perfformed usinng serial antiibody dilutiions (1:100000-1:1000000) and
three peeptide/protein concentrations (1µM
M, 100 nM and
a 10 nM). The resultts are reportted in
Table 6 and Figuree 49.

Table 66. ELISA results. Reporrted in the llast column on the righ
ht are the avverage valuees of the
absorbaance at 450 nm,
n determined in tripllicate.
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Figure 49. Anti-dipphtheria tox
xin antibodyy binding to
o the monom
meric epitoppe (Ep01, grrey
columnss), epitope bound
b
to the multivalennt scaffold (FF03-Ep01, yellow coolumns) or to
t
CRM1997 protein (ggreen colum
mns). Assayys were perfformed with
h 1 µM, 0.1 µ M and 0.01 µM
analyte and a 1:100000 serum dilution.
d
Meean AUs at 450 nm (trip
plicate) are given. Asteerisks
indicatee P values (****: P < 0.0
005; *: P < 0.05). NS = non-signifficant.

At an anntibody diluution 1:1000
00 we obserrved the mo
ost significant differencces among the
t data
sets. It aappears eviddent that an
nti-DT antibbodies recog
gnize the epitope Ep01iin all consid
dered
presentaation forms (as monom
mer, presenteed on the multivalent
m
scaffold FF003 and as paart of the
CRM1997 whole protein). Thiss means thatt the peptidee scaffold FF03
F
is ablee to present the
ligand eepitope Ep01 to approp
priate bindinng partners in
i a way thaat provides for recognition and
interactiion. The poositive contrrol CRM1977 does not undergo
u
reduction of anntibody bind
ding
efficacyy in a concentration-dep
pendent fashhion. The advantage
a
heere is evidennt: CRM19
97 can be
used at the low nannomolar ran
nge and still be recognizzed and bou
und by speccific antibod
dies.
At the cconcentratioons of 1 µM
M and 0.1 µM
M, the isolatted epitope Ep01showss immunogeenicity
comparaable to CRM
M 197, but at
a the lowesst analyzed concentration of 10 nM
M the antibo
ody
binding is reduced to about 65
5%. At this cconcentratio
on, it is obv
viously moree efficient, in terms
of gaineed immunoggenicity, to employ thee whole CRM
M197 proteein, rather thhan the isolaated
epitope..
The resuults relativee to the antib
body recognnition of thee epitope prresented on the multivaalent
scaffoldd are very enncouraging:: at the highher concentrration of 1 µM
µ we obseerved signifficantly
higher aabsorbance values for FF03-Ep01
F
compared to
t Ep01 alon
ne and CRM
M197, indiccating
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more efficient antibody binding (no binding towards FF03 alone was detected). Since the
same amount of epitope was incubated with the 96-well plate in all cases, the improved
antibody avidity is probably due to a more suitable organization of the epitope when
presented on the fiber-forming scaffold. At lower concentrations, the difference in antibody
binding between FF03-Ep01 and CRM197 is not statistically significant. Yet, the increased
antibody binding of FF03-Ep01 compared to Ep01 retains its statistical significance at all
tested concentrations.
The results do not only demonstrate that the multivalent presentation of Ep01 on FF03 is more
efficient compared to the isolated epitope, but that, at higher concentrations, this coiled-coil
scaffold is a better carrier protein than CRM197 itself, since it increases the immunogenicity
of the presented epitope. We believe that the concentration-dependency observed for the FF03
conjugates is strictly correlated with the fiber formation process, which is a concentrationand time-dependent phenomenon.
Antigen platforms of the kind offered by peptide FF03 could find application not only in
vaccine preparations, but they could also be used to enhance the sensitivity of diagnostic
assays, regardless of whether high local concentration or the regularity of the spatial
distribution of the ligand is the key factor in increased antibody recognition.

5.5.2 Interaction of the mannose ligand with lectins
From the perspective of the host organism, unique glycan motifs serve as biomarkers for
diseased cells and characterize invading pathogens. Lectins are naturally-occurring
carbohydrate-binding proteins that are often employed to probe cell surface changes in
vitro. 230 Due to the relatively weak individual intermolecular interactions that are formed
29F

between lectins and carbohydrates, these proteins have evolved to detect glycans that are
organized in a multivalent fashion, and to discriminate among ligands based on glycan
density. 231 For this reason, lectins are ideal binding partners to be employed to examine the
230F

effect of the multivalent scaffold FF03 on carbohydrate presentation. In order to verify the
ability of the scaffold FF03 to efficiently present a carbohydrate ligand to selected lectins, we
have employed the glycoconjugate FF03-Ep01-Man and the mannose-binding lectin ConA.
Furthermore, we have tested the construct in a whole-cell assay by employing an E. coli strain
expressing a pattern of surface Man-binding lectins. The results are reported below.
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C
ConA-bind
ding assay

Concannavalin A (C
ConA) is a carbohydrate
c
e-binding protein (lectiin) that speccifically bin
nds
nonreduucing terminnal α-D-man
nnosyl moieeties. It is widely
w
used in biology tto characterrize
glycoprroteins and glycoconjug
g
gates on celll surfaces. Like
L most lectins, it is naturally prresent as
an oligoomer (tetram
mer), with one
o mannosee-binding domain
d
per subunit.
s
To deterrmine whetther a fluoreescently labeelled lectin (ConA-FIT
TC) is able tto recognizee the
mannosse moieties presented
p
on the self-a ssembled FF03 scaffolld, we used confocal laaser
microsccopy (CLM)). Green flu
uorescence rrelative to ConA-FITC
C
must be coompared in the
t
presence or absence of mannose. Some reepresentativ
ve CLM imaages are repported in Fig
gure 50.
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Figure 50. CLM im
mages of thee self-assem
mbled scaffo
old after inccubation witth FITC-lab
beled
Green fluorescence asssociated witth FITC ind
dicates efficiient bindingg of ConA to the
ConA. G
fiber-forming peptiide. A-C: FF
F03-Ep0-M
Man; D-F: FF
F03-Ep01.
CLM im
mages clearlly reveal strrong ConA fluorescencce in the preesence of m
mannosylated
d fibers
(Figure 48A-C), whhile the imaages of the ccontrol pepttide FF03-E
Ep01 show nnegligible
T fluoresscence signaal clearly deefines the shhape and
fluoresccence (Figurre 48D-F). The
organizaation of the macrostrucctures, sugggesting that the carbohy
ydrate moietty is highly
availablle for lectin binding and that the cooiled coil-based scaffold is an apppropriate sysstem for
facilitatting protein--glycan inteeractions.
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B
Bacterial binding
b
assa
ay

Ligand density andd orientation
n are key facctors for thee success off in vitro diaagnostic asssays. To
test wheether our fibber-forming
g scaffold caan compete with the staandard carriier proteins
currentlly used in diiagnostic asssays, we em
mployed CL
LM to detecct the interacction of FF0
03-Ep01
and FF003-Ep01-Maan with E. coli
c ORN1778, a strain expressing
e
a certain paattern of lecttins that
enables specific binnding to maannose. To vvisualize the results, ORN178 wass conjugated
d with
d its nuclei w
were stained with DAP
PI (blue fluoorescence). The
FITC (ggreen fluoreescence) and
results oobtained in this whole-cell assay sshould be an
nalogous to the ones obbserved for the
ConA bbinding assaay. Represen
ntative CLM
M images arre reported in
i Figure 511.
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Figure 51. CLM im
mages of self-assembleed scaffold after
a
incubaation with FFITC-labeled
d and
8. Green fluuorescence associates
a
with
w FITC; bblue fluorescence
DAPI-stained E. cooli ORN178
associattes with DA
API. Their in
ntensity inddicates efficiient binding
g of E.coli too the fiber-fforming
peptide.. A-C: FF033-Ep01-Man
n; D-F: FF003-Ep01.
Analogoous to the reesults obtain
ned from thhe ConA-bin
nding assay
y, the fluoresscent signall is
much m
more intensee and localizzed when m
mannose is present
p
on th
he FF03-Epp01 scaffold
d, while
faint, noonspecific binding
b
of th
he labeled E
E. coli can be
b observed
d on the mannnose-free FF03F
Ep01. T
This finding confirms th
hat the coileed-coil-baseed self-assem
mbling systtem can effiiciently
present a monosacccharide ligaand to a celll surface recceptor and could
c
therefo
fore be emplloyed in
carbohyydrate/lectinns arrays.
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5.5.3 Prresentation
n of the antiigenic disacccharide to
o specific an
ntibodies
The ELIISA, ConA and bacteriia-binding eexperimentss described above demoonstrate thaat the
coiled-ccoil-based self-assemblling peptidee is a suitablle scaffold for
f the multtivalent
presentaation of a peeptide epito
ope and a moonosaccharide. These results
r
prom
mpted furtheer
investiggations to annalyze the effective muultivalent prresentation of
o the antigeenic disacch
haride
here callled Man-Gal, the minimal epitopee of a LPG found
f
on paathogenic L
Leishmania
parasitees. The acceessibility of the naturallly-occurring
g carbohydrrate antigenn was evaluaated by
means oof a microdoot assay. Co
ompared to the more co
onventional ELISA, thee microdot assay
allows ffor a high-nnumber repeetitions of thhe same con
nditions from
m one analyyte sample,
providinng greater statistical sig
gnificance. We employ
yed a 96-grid glass platte, onto whiich we
printed numerous analytes,
a
mo
ost of whichh were inten
nded to deteermine bindding to the
carbohyydrate antigeen, in its un
nconjugatedd (Man-Gal)), monomeriic (Ep01-M
Man-Gal) or
multivaalent (FF03--Ep01-Man--Gal) formss, and otherss of which were
w intende
ded to serve as test
controlss, such as thhe CRM197
7 protein. A scheme of the grid can
n be found iin Figure 52
2.

Figure 52. Represeentation of a microdot aassay grid within
w
a glass slide, inddicating possition
and conncentration of
o peptide/p
protein/carbbohydrate.
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On eachh grid we coompared thee in vitro im
mmunogeniccity of Man--Gal, Ep01--Man-Gal and
FF03-Epp01-Man-G
Gal with the antibodies contained in
i the sera derived
d
from
m five humaan
patientss and five caanine subjeccts infected by the Leisshmania don
novani paraasite. We em
mployed
four diffferent antibbody dilution
ns and two peptide/gly
ycan concen
ntrations. Thhe concentraations
were caarefully selected to reprresent subsaaturation and oversaturation levelss to react wiith the
N-hydrooxyl succiniimide (NHS
S) ester-actiivated glass slides. In th
his manner,, the error th
hat
could deerive from differences
d
in the degreee of immob
bilization of the peptiddes and
carbohyydrates was minimized.. Moreover,, we verified
d the validitty of the miicrodot assaay and
the succcess of imm
mobilization by includinng in our inv
vestigation the bindingg of ConA-F
FITC to
the mannnose presennted by Ep0
01 and FF033-Ep01. Bin
nding of antti-leishmaniial antibodiees from
canine oor human soources to thee antigen w
was detected
d using fluorrescently labbelled secon
ndary
antibodiies. The ressults of the microdot
m
asssay are sum
mmarized in
n Figure 53.

α-Man antibbody binding
g to unconju
ugated (Maan-Gal), mon
nomeric
Figure 53. Anti-β-Gal-(1-4)-α
(Ep01-M
Man-Gal) annd multivalent antigenss (FF03-Ep01-Man-Gaal), at the ovver-saturatin
ng
concenttration of 1000 µM. A: Mean
M
fluoreescence inteensity of Dy
yLight 488 iindicating binding
b
of caninne anti-β-Gaal-(1→4)-α--Man IgG; B
B: Mean flu
uorescence intensity off AlexaFluor 647
indicatinng binding of human anti-β-Gal-(
a
1→4)-α-Maan IgG; C: Mean
M
fluoreescence inteensity of
FITC inndicating binnding of Co
onA to 5-am
mino-pentan
nyl-α-D-man
nnopyranosside. Asterissks
indicatee P values (****: P < 0.0
005; *: P < 00.05). Undeer each colu
umn, a repreesentative ex
xample
of wellss correspondding to the specific
s
arraay is given (duplicates)). 0: buffer oonly; 1: Maan-Gal;
2: Ep01-Man-Gal; 3: FF03-Ep
p01-Man-Gaal; 4: Man; 5: Ep01-Man; 6: FF033-Ep01-Man
n.
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The microdot data with respect to ConA confirms the immobilization efficiency and the assay
success: we observed significantly higher mannose recognition by ConA when the ligand is
presented on the multivalent scaffold compared to its monovalent forms.
When the Leishmania-derived disaccharide is coupled to the Ep01 monomer, antibody
recognition is comparable to that of the unconjugated antigen for both humans and dogs. This
means that the conjugation of the antigen on the monovalent peptide Ep01 does not improve
the recognition of the free antigen. Moreover, the epitope Ep01, which is by itself antigenic,
does not alter the specificity of the anti-Leishmania antibodies.
The presentation of the Leishmania antigen Man-Gal on the multivalent peptide scaffold FF03
significantly enhances antibody binding by two-fold, in the case of canine sera, and by threefold, for human sera compared to the monovalent display regime. The increased antibody
binding observed with multivalent presentation of the carbohydrate antigen might be due to its
high local concentration or/and to the regularity of its distribution on the scaffold.
These results demonstrate the potential of this coiled-coil-based self-assembling peptide as a
scaffold for the presentation of peptide and carbohydrate antigens. The high local density of
the presented antigens on the multivalent platform could be used to improve the sensitivity of
numerous bioassays.

5.6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK II
The work described here was published within the framework of this thesis as an original
research article entitled “A Self-Assembling Peptide Scaffold for the Multivalent Presentation
of Antigens”. 232 The goal of this work was to characterize a peptide scaffold that would mimic
231F

the multivalent organization of native antigens and thereby enhancing antibody recognition of
presented ligands. We have shown that a novel coiled coil-based, fiber-forming peptide can
indeed act as a multivalent scaffold for the presentation of a peptide epitope and a
carbohydrate antigen to their respective binding partners.
We have designed a fiber-forming peptide to increase local density of a highly immunogenic
T-cell epitope (Ep01) from the diphtheria toxin (DT) and a carbohydrate antigen derived from
the repeated lipophosphoglycan motif of the Leishmania parasite (Man-Gal). The presence of
both T-cell and B-cell activators is the basic principle applied during the formulation of
carbohydrate-based vaccines. As proof of concept, we generated a glycoconjugate presenting
Ep01 and the monosaccharide mannose (Man). The self-assembly of the peptide scaffold here
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called FF03 into long, non-branching fibers is achieved by placing hydrophobic amino acids
at the sequence termini, to achieve the “sticky end” effect, and by alternating positive and
negative charges on b and c positions of the coiled-coil heptad repeat, to induce interfibril
interactions. Both Ep01 and Man/Man-Gal ligands were conjugated on the FF03 scaffold
directly on solid phase. Once cleaved from the resin, the peptide self-assembled and the
ligands were displayed at the most solvent-exposed positions. We verified the formation of
the fibers by means of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and we showed that FF03
retained its structural properties when loaded with peptide and carbohydrate ligands prior to
assembly.
The efficient display of the ligands Ep01, Man and Man-Gal by the peptide FF03 was verified
by means of ELISA, using antibodies produced by mice immunized against DT. The anti-DT
antibodies recognized the specific peptide epitope more effectively when presented as a
ligand on the self-assembled scaffold than in its unconjugated form. Moreover, at the
micromolar range, FF03 presented the epitope Ep01 to anti-DT antibodies even more
efficiently than the toxoid CRM197.
FF03 was investigated for its ability to present the carbohydrate ligand mannose to
carbohydrate-binding proteins, both in solution, by employing the lectin concanavalin A, and
as present on a bacterial cell surface, by means of a mannose-binding E. coli strain. In both
cases, the mannose was optimally accessible to the lectins, which recognized it and bind it
with high affinity.
To evaluate the ability of FF03 to efficiently present the antigenic carbohydrate Man-Gal on
its surface, polyclonal antibodies against the Leishmania parasite from canine and human
sources were employed in a microdot assay. Also in this case, the leishmanial carbohydrate
antigen presented as ligand on the fiber-forming peptide scaffold was better recognized by
specific antibodies in its multivalent form, rather than unconjugated.
Recent advances in immunology have demonstrated that simulating native antigen
organization and recognition is an important design principle for nanomolecular structures for
biomedical applications. Some potential applications of this multivalent scaffold are given
below:
1. Fully synthetic vaccines
The system presented in this work contains all the components of a synthetic carbohydratebased vaccine. Fully synthetic vaccines are generally considered safer than vaccines produced
by means of bacterial cell culture, they can be produced faster and at reduced costs.
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Moreover, synthetic approaches allow for the production of a well-defined product that can be
used not only for medicinal purposes but as tools to provide a better understanding of the
molecular basis of immunity.
The here-described FF03-Ep01-Man-Gal could be further optimized to be tested for its ability
to stimulate an immune response and generate immunological memory in vivo. The formation
of the fibers should ensure higher stability to proteolytic degradation in the host organism;
however, cytotoxicity experiment must be first carried out in vitro.
2. In vitro diagnostics
Typically, the faster a disease is correctly diagnosed, the more successfully it can be treated.
In fact, certain medical conditions can only be considered curable if the diagnosis is
formulated at an early stage. In a pattern recognition method, the key to diagnostic success is
the identification of markers associated with the disease. Unfortunately, the outcome is often
compromised by the poor availability of the marker; thus, highly sensitive assays are needed.
The FF03 scaffold offers an attractive platform for presenting antigens at high densities. As
demonstrated by the ELISA and microdot assays carried out over the course of this doctoral
thesis, the peptide scaffold FF03 increases antibody avidity towards a T-cell epitope from the
diphtheria toxin and a B-cell determinant from the Leishmania parasite. Its employment in
diagnostics could increase the sensitivity of the assays.
3. Controlled release
The delivery of biologically-relevant compounds either upon response to stimuli or in a
controlled manner over time generates numerous advantages. The controlled release of oral
dose formulations, for example, prolongs the action while keeping the drug level within a safe
therapeutic range, reducing unwanted side effects.
Due to the robustness of the scaffold presented in this thesis, it could be employed for the
controlled release of therapeutics: for example, a drug could be conjugated to the scaffold via
a short proteolytic amino acid sequence or via a pH-sensitive group. In the former case, the
drug would be gradually released according to the availability of the scissile bond to the
proteases; in the latter case, the drug would be released once it was incorporated into the
lysosomes (pH 4.0) of the host cell. By adding to the scaffold a cell type-specific ligand (such
as a binding partner for a receptor solely expressed on cancer cells), it would be possible to
target a specific cellular subpopulation.
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5.7 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES II
Peptide synthesis
Resins for solid-phase peptide synthesis were purchased from Novabiochem®. Preloaded
Fmoc-Leu-NovaSyn® TGA resin and preloaded Fmoc-Gly-NovaSyn® TGT resin, both with
0.2 mmol/g amino acid loading, were used for the synthesis of FF03 and Ep01, respectively.
The synthesis was performed with standard Fmoc/tBu chemistry, on a 0.05 mmol scale, using
fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-protected amino acids purchased from Orpegen.
Removal of the Fmoc group at each step was achieved with 20% piperidine in DMF (2 x 10
minutes and 2 x 5 minutes with 5 mL deprotection solution).
The synthesis of Ep01 was performed manually with single 1-hour couplings, using an eightfold excess of amino acid, HOAt and DIC, relative to resin loading. Manual synthesis was
carried out to avoid histidine racemization.
The synthesis of FF03 and FF03-Ep01 was performed in two main steps: FF03 was
synthesized with 2-hour double couplings using a SyroXP-I peptide synthesizer (MultiSynTech GmbH), with an eight-fold excess of amino acid, TBTU/HOBt as coupling agents
and DIPEA, relative to resin loading. The lysine on position 17 was protected with Nmethyltrityl (Mtt), an amine protective group removable under mild acidic conditions. After
synthesizing the full-length FF03 sequence and blocking the N-terminus with Boc-Abz-OH,
selective deprotection of K17 was performed (1% TFA in DCM). This free amine was used as
a starting point for the orthogonal synthesis of Ep01. The synthesis of mannose derivative 5amino-pentanyl-α-D-mannopyranoside and of the 5-amino-pentanyl β-D-galactopyranosyl(12)-α-D-mannopyranoside, derived from the leishmanial lipophosphoglycan, was
performed by our collaborators at the MPI as previously reported. The addition of the
carbohydrate moieties to Ep01 and FF03-Ep01 was carried out by first switching the
functionality on resin from –NH2 to –COOH with a five-fold excess of glutaric anhydride and
a catalytic amount of DIPEA for 3 hours. The further activation of the free acid with 3
equivalents of HATU and 6 equivalents of DIPEA for 5 minutes allowed coupling of the
sugars “on resin”, using a three-fold excess of building block. Final cleavage from the resin
was performed using a solution of 95% TFA, 3% water and 2% TIS (5 mL) with shaking for 3
hours. The resin was washed with 1 mL TFA and 1 mL DCM and excess solvent was
removed by evaporation. The peptides were precipitated in cold diethyl ether and collected by
centrifugation.
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Peptide purification
The peptides were purified via analytical HPLC. This system was preferred over preparative
HPLC because of the difficulty inherent in separating the main products from the side
products (monoglycosylation did not lead to a significant difference in elution time). Thus,
purification was performed on a LaChrom-ELITE-HPLC-System (VWR) consisting of two
HPLC-pumps (L-2130) with a solvent degasser, an auto sampler (L-2200), a diode flow
detector (L-2455) and a high-pressure gradient mixer. Data analysis was performed with EZ
Chrom ELITE software. All runs were performed with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min using
acetonitrile (ACN, 0.1% TFA) and Millipore H2O (0.1% TFA).

Peptide concentration determination
Peptide concentration was determined by UV spectroscopy using the absorption maximum at
280 nm in 6M guanidine hydrochloride, as previously reported. 233 Peptide FF03 concentration
23F

was determined by a standard curve of Abz absorbance at 320 nm.

Peptide characterization
Pure peptides were characterized via mass spectroscopy (MS), circular dichroism (CD) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The quality of the synthesized glycopeptides was determined using an ESI-TOF 6210 from
Agilent (USA, CA-95051-7201, Santa Clara). All samples were dissolved in a mixture of
water and ACN before injection and the data were collected on positive ion mode.
For the CD experiments, peptides were dissolved in 100 mM phosphate buffer and the pH
was adjusted to 7.4 with either NaOH or HCl. Spectra were recorded on a JASCO-8-10
spectropolarimeter with a temperature controller set at 20 °C. The CD data were registered
using 0.1 cm path length quartz cuvettes and normalized according to extinction coefficient,
optical path length, peptide concentration and number of residues. During all measurements, a
constant N2 flush of 3.0 L/min was provided.
Samples for transmission electron microscopy were prepared by absorbing 5 µL aliquots of
peptide solution onto glow-discharged carbon-coated collodium films on 400-mesh copper
grids. The grids were blotted, stained with 1% phosphotungstic acid (PTA), and air dried.
TEM micrographs were taken at a primary magnification of 58300 using a defocus of 0.8 µm.
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ELISA
1 µM stock solutions of Ep01 and FF03-Ep01 were prepared in PBS and incubated overnight
to allow completion of self-assembly. Samples (50 µL) were immobilized on 96-well
Nunclon flat-bottom transparent polystyrene plates at three different concentrations (1 µM,
100 nM, 10 nM) in triplicate. As a positive control, the Diphtheria protein CRM197 (MBL,
RK-01-515) was immobilized in triplicate at the same concentrations. After incubation, the
supernatant was aspirated and 50 µL of blocking solution BPBS (1% BSA in PBS) was added
to the wells and incubated for 1 hour at 37° C. The wells were then washed 3 times with PBS
containing 0.05% tween). A mix of mouse polyclonal sera against CRM197 was added to the
wells at five different dilutions, in ten-fold steps from 1:1000 to 1:10000000, and left to
incubate for 1 hour and 30 minutes at 37° C. Details about immunization can be found in the
publication of our collaborators.200 After aspiration of supernatants, the wells were washed for
15 minutes with 150 mM NH4SCN, then PBST (x2). Goat anti-Mouse IgG Fc antibody,
Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP)-conjugate (Dianova), diluted 1:20000 in PBS (50 µL), was
allowed to incubate for 1 hour at 37° C and then removed. After washing again with PBST
(x3), 50 µL of 3,3',5,5' tetramethylbenzidine peroxidase substrate solution (1-Step Ultra
TMB-ELISA) was added and left to react for 3 minutes. The reaction was stopped by addition
of 2% sulfuric acid (50 µL). The plates were then read 3 times at 450 nm with the multimode
microplate reader Infinite® 200 PRO by Tecan. Analysis was performed using Microsoft
Excel software for data plotting and p value calculation (Student T-test type and the number
of tails: 1).

Confocal laser microscopy (CLM)
Fluorescent images were acquired with the instrument Zeiss LSM 700, using the laser at a
wavelength of 488 nm (2.0 %) for FITC excitation. The selected objective was a Plan
Apochromat 63X/1.4 oil DIC and the images were processed with the software ZEN 2009 by
Zeiss.

ConA-FITC binding assay
The two mannose-containing peptides and their controls without sugar (1.5 mg/mL) were
dissolved in lectin-binding buffer (10 mM HEPES, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4) and
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spotted twice on poly-lysine-coated microscope slides. The samples were left overnight to
self-assemble and 15 µL of blocking solution (1% BSA in PBS) was added to each spot and
incubated for 1 hour. One drop of ConA from Canavalia ensiformis, FITC-conjugated (5 µL,
5 mg/mL, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) in lectin-binding buffer was added and left for 1
hour in the dark to interact with the peptides. The spots were washed twice with 15 µL PBS,
and one drop drop of buffer was added before observing the results with the CLM.

Mannose-binding E. coli assay
E. coli strain ORN178 was grown in Luria-Bertani broth in the presence of 12.4 µg/mL
tetracycline at 37 °C with shaking to an OD595nm of 0.8. 50 µL culture was added to a 96well plate (in triplicate) and the cells were collected by centrifugation (4°C, 500 X g, 20
minutes). The bacteria were washed three times with ice-cold PBS and incubated for 1 h at
room temperature with 50 µL PBS containing FITC (500 nmol final concentration). The cells
were again washed three times and 20 µL of the suspension was spotted onto polylysine
microscope plates upon which 20 µL of a 1.5 mg/mL solution of FF03-Ep01 or FF03-Ep01Man in PBS had been left overnight to self-assemble. After incubation at room temperature,
the cells were observed with CLSM.

Microdot assay
The peptide library, CRM197 and the carbohydrates were immobilized on CodeLink Nhydroxyl succinimide (NHS) ester activated glass slides (SurModics Inc., Eden Prairie) with a
piezoelectric spotting device (S3; Scienion). The subsaturation concentration of 10 µM and
the oversaturation concentration of 100 µM of compounds to react with NHS groups on the
slide were chosen to minimize the effect of difference in antibody reactivity due to possible
disparity in immobilization levels. On each slide, 64 replicate array grids were printed. The
slides were incubated in a humid chamber for 24 h until reaction completion and quenched
with 100 mM ethanolamine in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 9 for 1 h at 50 °C. A
washing procedure (x3) with deionized water followed and the slides were dried via
centrifugation for 5 minutes at 1200 X g. Before use, the slides were blocked with 1% BSA in
PBS overnight at 4 °C, washed 3 times with PBS and dried again. With the help of the 64well grid (ProPlate multi-array system), two different slides were treated to test the reactivity
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of the primary antibodies from sera obtained from five human patients and five canine
subjects infected with the Leishmania parasite. Details about immunization procedures can be
found in the publication of our collaborators from MPI. The slides were incubated with 40 µL
of four dilutions (1:100. 1:200, 1:400 and 1:800) of the appropriate serum in blocking buffer
(20 μL) for 1 h at 37 °C. The slides were washed 3 times with 40 μL PBST and incubated for
1 h at 37 °C with 40 μL of secondary-antibody solution in BPBS. The secondary antibodies
used are as follows: AlexaFluor 647 goat α-human IgG (Life Technologies) for the human
sera, AlexaFluor 635 goat α-mouse IgG (Invitrogen) for the mouse sera (in the case of the
CRM197 control), DyLight 488 rabbit α-dog IgG (Fuller Laboratories) for the canine sera.
The slides were washed 4 times with 40 μL PBST and dried as previously before scanning
with a GenePix 4300A scanner (Bucher Biotec). Excitation wavelengths of 488 nm and 633
nm were used for FITC and DyLight 488, and AlexaFluor 647 and AlexaFluor 635,
respectively; emission was detected by means of filters set to either 530 nm or 660 nm,
respectively. The data were acquired with GenePix Pro 7 software (Bucher Biotec). Data and
p values calculation were performed using Microsoft Excel software. Student T-test type and
number of tails selected were 1 and 2, respectively.
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